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Executive Summary

Most casting defects occur during initial pouring and therefore the design of the
running system, which guides the metal from the ladle into the mold, is crucial.
Traditionally, the running system and mold filling are designed by trial and error, which is

tedious, time consuming, and expensive. The uncertainties that remain can be overcome by
a computer simulation that demonstrates the actual process of mold filling and subsequent
solidification. Computer simulation of various processes has become more and more
common in recent years. The cost-effectiveness of making flawless castings has made the
foundry worker more aware of the process of mold filling, identification of hot spots, etc.

The macroscopic Casting Process Simulator (CaPS) software combines heat transfer
and fluid flow aspects and can describe a variety of solidification aspects, including mold
filling. CaPS is a two-dimensional time-dependent computer code involving a finite-volume
formulation for the mass, momentum, and energy equations. CaPS has the following
characteristics:

" CaPS uses the PATRAN geometric modeling package for constructing the
geometry, generating a neutral file consisting of a list of named com-
ponents, and post-processing of the simulation results; building the
geometry independently of the mesh is a time-saving procedure. Each
named component involves a set of hyperpatches, patches, or grids that are
included in the session file to create the geometry.

" A structured mesh generator of structured regular cells is included and is
interfaced with the neutral-file output of the solid geometric package.

" Visual user interfaces have been developed on the basis of the HOOPS

package, which contains a hierarchical database of geometric information.
These visual interfaces allow the user to observe, create, verify, and view
the meshed geometry, set up the boundary and initial conditions, view the
different named components, and initialize the simulation parameters (e.g.,
maximum time allowed for the run, iteration time interval, maximum
number of steps, step interval for graphical output, etc.).

" The CaPS shell scripts interactively provide a step-by-step procedure to
simulate the solidification process, thus making the software very user-
friendly.

CaPS provides an efficient solution of transient heat conduction within the metal and
between the metal and the mold and should be used in conjunction with the PATRAN and
HOOPS packages. With CaPS, mold-filling techniques can be varied by changing the
position of the risers or gates to reduce the formation of shrinkage cavities produced, for
example, by skin formation in alloys. Also, rapid mold filling, which is important with thin-
sectioned castings where increased heat loss results in premature freezing, can be
performed by optimizing the gating design. CaPS is an efficient software tool that saves
time and energy and reduces casting scrap while producing more efficient casting parts.
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User's Guide for The Casting Process Simulator
Software CaPS-2D, Version 1.0

H. M. Domanus, R. C. Schmitt, and S. Ahuja

1 Introduction

Prod' cing sound castings can be difficult. When liquid metal is poured into a mold,
many p ocesses begin: exchange of alloys, impurities, and gases; metal penetration in sand
and v'e versa; chemical-process changes in metal and sand; turbulence; viscous effects,
etc. During solidification, the metal contracts, which in turn causes a pressure drop in the
remnant liquid and a build-up in regions of excess solute, producing segregation. The main
aim of the mold designer is to produce sound, accurate, strong, and defect-free castings.

Most casting defects occur during initial pouring. Therefore, design of the running
system, which guides the metal from the ladle into the mold, is crucial. Existing rules for
the design of the running system and mold filling are empirical and far from perfect. The
usual trial-and-error method is tedious and time consuming, not to mention expensive.
The uncertainties that remain can be overcome by a computer simulation that demonstrates
the actual process of mold filling and subsequent solidification.

The Casting Process Simulator (CaPS) software was developed at Argonne National
Laboratory through sponsorship of a consortium consisting initially of Caterpillar, Inc.,
Teledyne Corp., and the U.S. Department of Energy. CaPS performs the mold filling and
solidification and indicates the flow manner through runners and gates of liquid metal in
molds, thereby becoming a tool to further enhance the quality of the casting. Under-
standing mold filling via CaPS is not only time saving but also reduces metal scrap and
results in the more efficient castings required in today's foundries.

1.1 Advantages of Solidification Modeling with CaPS

CaPS is a user-friendly software package that helps in analyzing various aspects of the
mold-filling process, as well as in the solidification of the molten metal. It can help in
redesigning riser and gate positions so that hot spots during solidification can be
eliminated with ease. The free surface of the flowing liquid metal can be maneuvered to
obtain a more consistent, stable, and nonturbulent stream, which is necessary to again limit
the porosity and shrinkage in the liquid metal.

The CaPS software helps in determining which section of the geometry becomes filled
initially and which section is filled next. By tracking the temperature of the liquid metal
into fresh cavities, valuable information as to the possibilities of cold shuts, shrinkage, etc.,
can be provided. This can help in understanding the fluid flow through complex arrays of
geometric parts. Thus, the mold can be preheated and additional risers or gates can be
employed to make filling more uniform.

An analysis of the velocity vectors, which indicates the direction of flow through each
cell, can help in determining the direction of liquid-metal flow through the filling cavity.
Thus, flow at nicks and corners can be studied and gates added for more efficient fluid flow.
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Plots of the solid mass fraction provide a deeper understanding as to the time required
for various sections of the geometry to solidify. The volume of fluid in the filling cavity for a
particular time can also be analyzed with CaPS.

Temperature isotherms can provide a good approximation of the last metal that
solidifies; this can help in redesigning the mold to reduce shrinkage tendency in the actual
part. The temperature isotherms during mold heating can give valuable information as to
the quality of the mold material and whether modifications should be made to the sand
mixture prior to making the mold in order to reduce mold heating and metal burn-in, burn-
on, etc.

Another aspect provided by the temperature isotherms is the length of time required
for the molten metal to solidify. Thus, cooling-curve analysis can be carried out, and the
time required for a specific part to attain a particular temperature can be determined; this
leads to an understanding of the metal superheat required in the ladle prior to the pour.
The result is a drastic reduction in the energy factors during metal pour, making the entire
procedure more efficient through

" Time saving, because the time required to attain the pour temperature is
kept to the minimum and the hold time can be reduced,

" Energy saving, because the superheat of the metal pour in the ladle is kept
to the minimum, and

" Profitability, because the foundry equipment can be used efficiently to
produce even more parts.

The net result is further cost savings and therefore the foundry can become increasingly
competitive in terms of keeping costs low and profits high. Thus, by understanding fluid
flow and heat transfer via the CaPS software, the foundry industry can profit from a much
improved understanding of the various solidification processes.

1.2 Organization of Report

An overview of CaPS is provided initially to give the user a feeling of what the CaPS
software needs and what it can do. A beginner's understanding is provided in Section 2.2
to give the user a head start into CaPS; a complete flow chart shows the various modules of
CaPS and their contributions to the simulation. Appendix A gives a complete file structure
of CaPS, and the user can determine the links between various files and grasp why some
files are necessary.

The first step in modeling with the CaPS software is to build the geometry. Chapter 3
gives a brief introduction on geometry building. (Section 2.1.1 also provides brief PATRAN
statements to initiate geometry building and may be read along with Chapter 3.) CaPS
interacts with PATRAN 1 via the neutral file, and Section 3.3 gives a brief account of tLis
connection.

The next step after building the geometry is to either divide the geometry into
rectangular cells (meshing) or set the boundary and initial conditions so that the various
configurations are similar to those used in real foundry procedures. Chapter 4 explains how
the initial conditions can be set on the volumetric parts. Techniques to set the boundary
conditions on surfaces are also discussed. There are two directions that a user can take to
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set the initial and boundary conditions. Section 4.2 describes the "Visual BCIC" or the
"Vbounds" module of CaPS, which helps in using a visual interface to set the initial and
boundary conditions. This interface has been developed on the basis of the HOOPS2

package. The geometry, created with PATRAN and therefore assigned via the neutral file, is
also displayed in the visual interface to facilitate the setup. Section 4.4 gives an alternative
BCIC assignment method that some may find quite unwelcome, if not tedious. The best way
to set up the BCIC conditions is to use the Vbounds visual interface module in CaPS.
Thermal structure and force structure modeling3 are explained in Sections 4.6 and 4.7,
respectively.

Once the geometry is set and the BCIC conditions are assigned to various parts of the
geometry, geometric meshing can be performed. This is explained in Chapter 5, which
also gives two methods for geometric meshing. Section 5.2 explains how a namelist file can
be used to mesh the geometry, while Section 5.3 describes the Vmesher visual interface
module of CaPS, which is recommended for geometric meshing and verification.

The input file to begin the simulation is described in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 describes
how hard-copy output can be obtained for various parameters with the Print Step feature of
CaPS. In CaPS, material properties are temierature-dependent and are to be included in
the properties database directory. The various terms in creating a new database or using an
existing one are explained in Chapter 8.

Finally, the CaPS shell scripts, which guide the user through the entire simulation
process, are discussed in Chapter 8. A test problem is used to explain the various aspects
of the CaPS scripts and how they link to various directories and files in the working
directory.

As mentioned earlier, Appendix A gives the CaPS file structure and shows the contents
of the various directories as and when they are created. Appendix B describes two bench-
mark problems that were tested using the CaPS software, and the various input and output
files are described for the two problems. Appendix C lists the important and restricted
named components.

2 Overview of CaPS

2.1 Introduction

Several modules of CaPS can be used for ease in the geometric setip and to submit a
simulation run. The CaPS shell scripts perform all the linkage, and the user need not worry
about file structure, in general.

The CaPS shell scripts make up an important user-friendly tool that links all files and
directories and thus does not burden the user in creating links, etc. The visual interfaces
(Vbounds and Vmesher) facilitate initial and boundary condition setup and geometry
meshing. Post-processing can be performed either with the Printstep load module that
provides hard-copy output of the variables for particular time-steps, or with PATRAN,
which is linked to the Cas load module via Capspat. Thus, the simulation results can be
displayed in PATRAN, and the various plots of velocity vectors, solid mass fraction,
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temperature isotherms, and fluid volume can be analyzed to understand fluid flow and heat
transfer for the particular part assembly specified in the geometry. The following is a
pictorial link to the various load modules and how they connect:

Mesher } '- Vmesher Print-step

Hpvol' a ' Cas ,

Vbounds '- '-a u} Bcgen.' Capspat

We now discuss how various input and output files are linked and placed in the working
directory. CaPS creates the files according to the working modules and links or copies the
various files in the current working module. In this way, the time lost in input/output (I/O)
processes is minimized.

2.2 CaPS Flow Chart

Figure 1 shows the flow chart of the CaPS software and indicates the modules that need
to be set and initialized prior to going to the next module down the flow chart. Initially, the
geometry is set up with the PATRAN software.

The geometry is built using grids, lines, patches, and hyperpatches. Patches and
hyperpatches are grouped into user-defined named components to facilitate boundary
condition and initial condition assignments, respectively. These named components are
the basis for the boundary conditions to identify different sections of the geometry. Next, a
neutral file is created. Containing the descriptions of the named components, this neutral
file is a link for CaPS to compute the geometric hyperpatch volumes, display the geometry
in the visual interfaces, and identify the various geometric sections.

The meshing of the geometry and the setup of the initial and boundary conditions are
at the same level and thus either module can be initiated. The geometric volumes created
with PATRAN can be initialized and the surfaces can be assigned specific boundary
conditions with the Vbounds module. The meshing is performed by the visual Vmesher
interface. These visual interfaces can easily detect any geometric flaws. If flaws are
detected, the user must start again by creating or rectifying the geometry with PATRAN and
then, after computing the hyperpatch volumes, the Vbounds and Vmesher can again be
initiated.

After user sets the problem, meshes the geometry, and applies the boundary and
initial conditions, a model is created with one particular mesh and one particular set of
conditions. The model contains the different conditions under which the simulation runs
are to be conducted. Multiple runs can be carried out for the same model by changing the
conditions of the simulation via the .TS file.
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><Mesh BI

>Run

Post >
Processing

Fig. 1. Flow chart of CaPS

Once the runs are completed, the post-processing module can be initiated; this allows
the simulation results to be viewed. In the following, a more elaborate description of the
simulation process is given (along with the I/O files) at different levels, following the arrow
indicators of the flow chart.

It is important to clarify the convention of all the files that are mentioned in this user's
manual:

*SES The session file that is created after the geometric building stage of
PATRAN.
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*NE The neutral file generated by PATRAN is referred to in this manner.

'BC The boundary and initial conditions file created using the vi editor of the

Unix4 system or the Vbounds module of CaPS.

*ME The meshing file created by using the vi editor or the Vmesher module of

CaPS.

*TS The simulation run conditions file to be used by CaPS to set the various

simulation parameters.

Thus, the user is now familiar with the various notations, and in the following we give
an overview of the CaPS software.

2.2.1 Geometry Setup

CaPS geometry is created with the PATRAN software. A session file, *SES, that is to be
created consists of all the commands entered on the PATRAN screen. CaPS automatically
saves the session upon the user's consent. In PATRAN, grids that are points in three-
dimensional space can be created. Lines can be drawn connecting two grids, and curves
can be drawn connecting two or more grids. Grids or lines in turn can be used to create
either patches, which are two-dimensional surfaces, or hyperpatches, which are three-
dimensional entities. The commands

OR, 1, , 0/0/0
GR, 2, ,5/0/0
OR, 3, ,5/5/0
OR, #, ,0/5/0

create four grids numbered 1 to 4. The pound sign ("#") can be used to attribute
subsequent numbering to more grids. The above commands create grid points for a square.
Two lines can be drawn as follows:

LI, 1,20, ,1, 2
LI, 2,20, , 3,4

A patch can be drawn by giving the command:

PA, 1, 2L, ,1,2

The above patch can also be created with the four grids rather than the two lines:

PA, 1, QUAD, , 1T4

where the grids numbered 1 to 4 should be either clockwise or counterclockwise. A
hyperpatch can be drawn by extruding a patch, using two patches, eight grids, four lines,
etc.

HP,1,EXTRUDE,0/0/5, 1
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which indicates that patch #1 is extruded in the z-direction by five units. Thus, we have
created a box having dimensions of five units in the x, y, and z directions. Trick commands
can be used to ease the geometry creation. For instance,

HP,2,TRANSLATE,0/5/0,1

creates a second hyperpatch identical to but located above the first. Thus, we now have two
hyperpatches that form a rectangular box. We can now patch different sections of the
geometry to create walls, etc. Assuming that the molten metal is fed from the top, we
create the "inlet" component by using the new grid points produced while extruding patch
#1. Thus

PA,2,QUAD, 9/10/12/11

creates patch #2 by placing four grids (9,10,12,11) clockwise. We also need a section of
the geometry to be always completely filled. Because the inlet is inherent to hyperpatch #2,
we can assume that hyperpatch #2 is always filled and we name it "DISH." The general
recommendation is to initially create two-dimensional patches in the X-Y plane and then to
extrude the patches through the Z-plane. The command

SET, ACTIVE, NONE

empties the active set on the PATRAN screen and "hould be used each time a named
component is to be defined. We now name the separate entities so that CaPS can read the
different parts of the geometry:

SET, ACTIVE, NONE
PA, 2, PL
NAME, INLET
SET, ACTIVE, NONE
HP, 2, PL
NAME, DISH
SET,ACTIVE, NONE
HP, 1, PL
NAME, PART
SET, ACTIVE, NONE
HP, 1T2, PL
NAME,CAPSGEOMETRY
SET, ACTIVE, NONE
OR, 9T12, PL
NAME,MESHCONTROL

In CaPS, the named component CAPSGEOMETRY is required and involves the
hyperpatches belonging to the filling cavity alone. If a mold is present, the named
component MOLDGEOMETRY should be defined and should consist of hyperpatches
belonging to the mold. Further, the mold can encompass the cavity, i.e., the hyperpatches
of the mold can overlap those of the cavity. The named component MESHCONTROL
contains only grids and is optional. It is used to control the meshing by forcing partitioning
planes to pass through each specified grid. Next, a neutral file is created, via PATRAN, with
pertinent information about each named component and forming the basis of feeding in the
geometry to CaPS. This is done by typing in the command:

NEUTRAL
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on the PATRAN screen. Then, answering the PATRAN queries, the neutral file can be
created. Note that PATRAN is used only to create the geometry and the subsequent neutral
file. Once the neutral file is generated by PATRAN, the geometry portion of the simulation
is completed.

2.2.2 BCIC - Boundary and Initial Conditions

Once the geometry is built, the next step it to set up the initial and boundary
conditions, allowing the physical characteristics of the problem to be related to the
geometry. This can be done by using either the vi editor in the Unix system or the Vbounds
module of CaPS. In the following, a description of how to set up the boundary and initial
conditions using the vi editor is given. We create the following *BC file:

INLET
inlet
temperature 1400.00
pressure = 10.00

vofb 1.0
DISH

gray_iron
liquid
temperature = 1400.00
vof 1.0

PART
gray-iron
empty
temperature 1400.00
vof = 0.0

In this example, a surface (patch) named entity that replenishes the liquid metal in the
cavity is used. We have named this entity the "inlet." Next, a volume (hyperpatch) named
entity may be present and may initially contain liquid so that when "inlet" furnishes
additional liquid to this entity, a constant pressure head is maintained at the opening of the
mold through which molten metal flows. In the preceding section, we named this entity
"DISH." If the walls are not specified by patches, they are assumed to be adiabatic. The
geometry walls can be patched and constant temperature can be assigned to them to
facilitate cooling of the geometry after cavity filling. If the mold is present, walls need not
be defined and the metal/mold heat-transfer effects are treated in CaPS.

The above assignments mean that different parts can be assigned different boundary
conditions. The boundary conditions are set on the INLET. The named component INLET
is set at a temperature of 1400.0, has a pressure head of 10.0, and the volume of fluid at the
inlet boundary is 1.0, that is, the patch surface is completely full. This is one of the defaults
that CaPS is built upon. The initial conditions are set on the DISH and the PART. The
DISH material is gray iron and accordingly, there should exist a property database file called
grayiron.prop in the properties section of CaPS package. The named component PART is
the filling cavity. In a complex casting setup, more than one part can be present. Also, the
wall surfaces may have different boundary conditions at different regions.

2.2.3 MESH Generation

As previously indicated, meshing of the geometry can be done before assigning the
initial and boundary conditions to the geometry. Meshing input can be constructed by using
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either the vi editor of the Unix 4 system and creating a *ME file in the current working
directory or by using the Vmesher module of the CaPS package. This is a namelist file and
is as follows for a problem:

&mesh
part = 0, inum = 0, jnum = 0, knum = 1, cell = 100

Lend

Here, npart is the number of partitions with respect to the two closest grids; inum, jnum
are the number of partitions in the x and y directions; and knum, the z direction, is always
1; a value of 0 indicates that the partition in the corresponding direction is to be
automatically determined. This facilitates treatment of the problem in two dimensions.
Also, ncell is the number of cells by which the filling cavity, named CAPSGEOMETRY, is to
be meshed.

2.2.4 MODEL Building

A MODEL in CaPS involves one particular mesh and one set of boundary/initial

conditions. Thus, MODEL.1 may have MESH.1 and BCIC.1. If a finer or coarser mesh is
required, it may be necessary to evolve MESH.2, in which case a new model may be defined
as MODEL.2 involving MESH.2 and BCIC. 1. Again. if the boundary conditions must be
altered for some or all the named components, a BCIC.2 may be created and MODEL.3 may
have MESH.1 and BCIC.2 or MESH.2 and BCIC.2, and so on. Thus, CaPS is very user-
friendly in the sense that different boundary and initial conditions and mesh can be set up
for the same geometry and there is no clutter of confusing files in the current working
directory. Once the MODEL has been defined, boundary and initial conditions are
combined with the specified mesh to create the initialized state and subsequently to launch
the simulation, RUN.O.

2.2.5 Simulation RUN

The simulation is begun with RUN.0 and proceeds as specified via a transient-state
control file, *TS. RUN.1 is the first simulation run containing a prescribed number of
time-steps, etc. A typical *TS control file is as follows:

&geom
ifvof=1,
isolvr=l, isolve=i,
Lend

&data
alpha=0 .0,
om.gav=1.0,
itimer=i,
istate=2,
ifener=1,
it-i,
dt=0.01,
timax=0.5, idtimi=0, rdtime=0.2,
gravy.-9.8,
ntmax=500, trest=5000.0, ntplot--100,
pvoid=1.0,
Lend
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The terms involved in the above file each have a significant meaning and the result or
extent of the run is affected according to the values given to the above parameters. Chapter
6, which covers the *TS input file, explains the meaning of the various terms, and the
examples in Appendix B specify initial settings in the input file.

2.2.6 Post-Processing

Post-processing in CaPS is performed after a simulation is conducted satisfactorily.
The user can define values in the *TS input file before submitting the run as to when the
plot data binary (step.*) files can be created. These files contain all the information
required by CaPS to conduct post-processing. These binary time step files use the
"Capspat" load module to create the element result files, which are read by PATRAN in
column format. Various physical attributes, such as velocity vectors, temperature iso-
therms, solid mass fraction, and volume of fluid can be color-plotted and the results
analyzed as to the last part that solidifies, the hot spots in the geometrical part, the manner
and extent of fluid flow in the filling cavity, etc.

The CaPS shell scripts create all the links, etc.. to various files and load modules
automatically. Once CaPS is installed, the CaPS scripts perform tedious tasks remotely,
saving the user the time and effort.

3 Geometry Modeling

3.1 Introduction

The geometry in CaPS is constructed using PATRAN. The neutral file generated with
PATRAN must consist of a list of named components so that CaPS can identify different

parts of the geometry and the user can assign appropriate initial and boundary conditions.
In CaPS, arbitrary geometries are approximated by a collection of structured rectangular-
box-shaped cells, which are used subsequently in control volume analysis of thermal
hydraulic and casting phenomena. Further, correspondence between the real geometric
volumes and the cells used to approximate them is determined. Correspondence between
the real geometric boundary surfaces and the cell faces approximating them is also
determined.

3.2 Geometry Characterization

Geometry is defined with the parametric cubic representation utilized in PATRAN.
Sufficient detail must be provided to describe the cavity and the surrounding mold, as well
as to accommodate the boundary and initial condition specifications. Note that in PATRAN,
points, lines, surfaces, and volumes correspond to grids, lines, patches and hyperpatches.
A set of hyperpatches is required to define the geometry. Surfaces bounding the geometry
are called patches in PATRAN jargon. A set of hyperpatches can be grouped into a named
component for later use in initial condition specification. Similarly, a set of patches can be
grouped into a named component for later use in boundary condition specification.
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PATRAN geometric entities, grids, lines, patches, and hyperpatches are written to a
PATRAN neutral file along with named components. There must be at least one named
component representing the cavity called "CAPSGEOMETRY" in the neutral file.
"CAPSGEOMETRY" must contain only non-overlapping hyperpatches of the cavity. If the
mold is present in the geometry, the named component "MOLDGEOMETRY" must exist in
the neutral file and should involve only nonoverlapping hyperpatches belonging to the mold.
Optionally, to force mesh partitioning, the named component "MESHCONTROL" may also
be present. Nonoverlapping patches and hyperpatches can be grouped separately into a
user-defined named component.

Other grids, patches, and hyperpatches not in "CAPSGEOMETRY," "MOLDGEOMETRY,"
or "MESHCONTROL" are either remnants of geometry construction or may be used in
user-defined named components for subsequent boundary and initial condition assign-
ments. A salient feature of CaPS is that "CAPSGEOMETRY" and "MOLDGEOMETRY" may
overlap, although the individual hyperpatches that form one named entity may not overlap.

3.3 Neutral File System

The geometry is created in PATRAN with certain geometric commands to construct
grids, lines, patches, or hyperpatches. Grids are points with ?pecific coordinates. Two
grids can be used to create a line, four grids can be used to create a patch, eight grids can
be used to obtain a hyperpatch. Similarly, two lines can be used to make a patch ano two
patches can be used to create a hyperpatch. Grids, lines, patches, or hyperpatches can be
translated, copied, multiplied, etc, using simple commands. The user is directed to the
PATRAN manuals 1 for use of the various methods in creating the geometry.

Once all parts of the geometry are created, commands can be given in PATRAN on the
session file to create named components. For instance, if there are three hyperpatches and
one patch in the geometry, such that the mold is hyperpatch #3, the part is hyperpatch #2,
a dish to be specified as initially filled is hyperpatch #1, and the inlet is patch #1, then the
following commands name the various components and may be added in the session file:

SET, ACTIVE, NONE
PA, 1, PL
NAME, INLET
SET, ACTIVE, NONE
HP, 1, PL
NAME, DISH
SET,ACTIVE,NONE
HP,2,PL
NAME, PART
SET, ACTIVE, NONE
HP, 3, PL
NAME,MOLDGEOMETRY
SET, ACTIVE, NONE
HP, 1T2, PL
NAME,CAPSGEOMETRY

Note that the named component CAPSGEOMETRY includes the dish and the The
named component MOLDGEOMETRY includes hyperpatches relating only Lhe mold.
After setting the named components, the neutral file can be created and the session saved
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after the "stop" command is given in PATRAN. This neutral file saves all the named
compo ents erzated and is used by CaPS to mesh the geometry, set up the initial and
boundary conditions, etc.

4 Geometry Initialization

4.1 Introduction

The first step to run the simulation is to set up the geometry. Then, going down the
flow chart, either the geometry can be meshed or boundary and initial conditions can be set
for the geometry. As indicated, PATRAN can be used to create the geometry and thus a
neutral file consisting of named components that are then read by CaPS. In the following,
we relate to the problem of setting the initial and boundary conditions for each named
component. There are two methods of initializing various components of the geometry.
The Unix ecQtor can be used to manually create a *BC file that is then assigned to a BCIC.*.
The *BC file must contain all the named component initializations such as temperature,
pressure, velocity, etc. The *BC file is then read and combined with the MESH.* files by
CaPS via the Bcgen module to initialize the simulation and store the data in RUN.O. Another
way to initialize is to use the visual boundary condition setup interface of CaPS. This
Vbounds interface helps in visualizing different parts of the geometry with different colors,
thereby building confidence about proper physical attributes assigned to the geometry
creation. The boundary and initial conditions can be set in the visual interface, which then
creates the BCIC.* input file that assigns physical attributes to the geometry.

4.2 Visual BCIC

The visual interface for boundary condition setup is a user-friendly tool capable of
ascertaining whether proper geometry is created with PATRAN. Incremental zoom-in,
zoom-out, spinning, rotating, etc., is difficult while using PATRAN. The Vbounds module of
the CaPS software package allows the user to do this and much more while setting up the
boundary and initial conditions.

Because the Vbounds module uses the HOOPS libraries,2 it is important that these
libraries be installed in the system. The display environment should be also set to
accommodate the HOOPS windows. As described in Chapter 9 ("CaPS Shell Scripts") of
this documentation, the user has a choice of selecting the visual BCIC or merely assigning
the input. The user must either have created the *BC file already or must have run Vbounds
at least once, setting up the appropriate boundary conditions and thus creating the *BC file
that can then be used to assign input.

In the following, an effort is made to explain the various aspects of Vbounds so that
initial and boundary conditions can be set up for the geometry in question. As explained in
the GEOMETRY assignment section of this manual, the geometry consists of volumetric
hyperpatches and surface patches. Thus, the initial conditions are to be set on the
volumetric hyperpatches alone and the boundary conditions should be set on the boundary
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surfaces, which are made up of patches. Initial and boundary conditions cannot be set on
grids. For instance, MESH_CONTROL is a named component used to force specific grid
planes in meshing the geometry. Clearly, assigning initial or geometric conditions on grids
is irrelevant and therefore no conditions can be assigned to MESH_CONTROL in the
Vbounds module.

File Visibility Boundary Conditions Preferences View...

When Vbounds is first invoked, the above buttons appear on top of the .window. Each of
these buttons has a different meaning and implication. We now discuss each of the buttons
in more detail.

4.2.1 File

File
Save
Print
Quit

Selecting the "File" button instigates the above submenu. Once the boundary
conditions are set, we can save the input by invoking the "File" button and then pressing
"Save." The "Print" button can be pressed if the currently active geometry display on the
screen is to be printed. The Vbounds module can be terminated by pressing the "Quit"
button, in which case the user must'confirrn the quit:

File
Save
Print

Cancel Quit
Confirm Quit

4.2.2 Visibility

Once the Vbounds module is invoked, the neutral file produced after creating the
geometry is read. As a default, the CAPSGEOMETRY and the MOLDGEOMETRY are both
shown in Vbounds via the "line representation." CAPSGEOMETRY is the named
component that includes all the hyperpatches pertaining to the cavity. By definition, the
"cavity" reflects that part of the geometry that is to be filled with liquid metal. Again, the
MOLDGEOMETRY is the named component having hyperpatches concerning the mold
alone. It is possible that MOLDGEOMETRY may overlap CAPSGEOMETRY; this is allowed.
Figure 5 is seen when "Visibility" is selected in the main menu of Vbounds. Line
representation implies that only the outline of the geometry is displayed on the screen in
terms of lines. No significance is given to any three-dimensional effects. This display is
identical to that obtained if "CaPS Lines" is depressed in the menu under "Visibility,"
shown on the next page.
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Visibility
CaPS Lines
CaPS Edges
CaPS Faces

CaPS off
Mold Lines

Mold Edges
Mold Faces

Mold off
Patch Edges
Patch Faces
Patches off

CK

When "CaPS Edges" is evoked, each hyperpatch is displayed with four lines across.
The "CaPS Faces" button colors various sections of the geometry by default. Note that only
the hyperpatches of the named components included in the CAPSGEOMETRY are displayed
when the "CaPS..." buttons are pressed. Thus "CaPS Lines," "CaPS Edges," and "CaPS
faces" all relate to the named component CAPSGEOMETRY.

When the mold is to be displayed, "Mold Lines," "Mold Edges," and "Mold Faces" may
be invoked and the lines, edges, and faces have the same meaning as the CaPS lines, edges,
and faces. Note that the mold is referred to as the display that includes hyperpatches
relating to the mold. Further, these hyperpatches belonging to the mold should be
included in the MOLDGEOMETRY named component. The mold display can be turned off
by selecting "Mold of' and the cavity display can be made inactive by selecting "CaPS off'
in the menu under "Visibility." If no mold is present, the "Mold..." buttons have no effect.

4.2.3 Preferences

It is possible that when the named components are colored, the geometry
hyperpatches may appear cut and not coherent with each other. To make the view more
appealing to the eye, depress the "Preferences"'buttonin the main menu.

Once the submenu appears, there are several choices for the display of the named
components. When the "No Hidden" option is specified, no hidden surface calculations are
performed. The image is rendered more rapidly although the faces may overlap incorrectly.
By specifying the "Full Hidden" option, a correct rendering is displayed at the expense of
additional CPU time.

Preferences

No Hidden
Full Hidden
2 lines/face
4 lines/face
8 lines/face

CK
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Hyperpatches can be displyed with varying graphical accuracy using the Vbounds
module. "2 lines/face" sometimes gives an obscure representation of some curved
hyperpatches with the advantage that the display is extremely fast. "4 lines/face" gives four
lines, crisscrossed, per hyperpatches and takes somewhat longer than the previous option.
This generally gives a satisfactory representation of the geometry although the circular
parts appear connected with straight lines. A better representation is given when "8
lines/face" is chosen in the submenu of the "Preferences" menu item. The user should
choose this option with consideration of machine speed and desire for a realistic rendering
of the image.

4.2,4 View

When the "View" menu is invoked, a submenu, shown on the next page, consisting of
the various viewing aspects of the geometry appears on the right side of the screen.
Specific views can be selected by selecting "Front," "Back," "Left," "Right," "Top,"
"Bottom," or "Viewl," "View2."

The viewing coordinate system can be incrementally changed by using the "<-View-4"
button. If the coordinate system is such, for instance, that x points to the right, y points to
the top, and z protrudes out of the screen, then pressing the mouse pointer at the
horizontal arrows views the geometry in the x direction and pressing the mouse pointer at
the lateral arrow points views the geometry in the y direction. Pointing southeast,
southwest, northeast, or northwest of the arrows gives an average effect. The same is true
for the "<-Spin-+" or "<-Move--" buttons. Pressing the mouse pointer on the right side of
the "Zoom" button zooms into the geometry, and pressing the mouse pointer on the left
side of the "Zoom" button zooms out of the geometry. The greater the distance from the
center of the "Zoom" button, the more prominent the zooming in or zooming out.

Activating the "Rotate" button spins the geometry in the plane of the screen. If at any
time, the geometry view is to be restored, the "Reset" button should be pressed. This
displays the original view as seen when Vbounds was first initiated. It may be noted that
after Zooming in or out, the various view buttons can still be pressed to display various
angles of the zoomed in or zoomed out section of the geometry. The "Print" button may be
pressed if the displayed geometric screen is to printed and is identical to the "Print"
button under the "File" main menu.

"Locate" carefully displays the hyperpatch or patch that is pointed at by the mouse
pointer. Thus, pressing the "Locate" button initiates the detection of the various
hyperpatches or patches by their number. Then, pressing the mouse pointer at particular
locations on the geometry screen allows Vbounds to identify the patch or hyperpatch in the
bottom window of the screen as long as the "Locate" button is colored. Pressing the
"Locate" button one more time deactivates the identification process.
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Front Back

Left Right
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<- View -
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4.3 Initial and Boundary Conditions

The boundary and initial conditions can be set by activating the "Boundary Conditions"
button in the Vbounds module of CaPS. As an example, it is assumed that only the "INLET,"
"DISH," "CAPSGEOMETRY," "MOLDGEOMETRY," and "PART" named components exist in
the neutral file. Of course, the number of named components is not restricted in CaPS, and
the toggle buttons "Up" and "Down" can be used if more than 20 named components exist
in the neutral file.
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0 INLET
0 DISH-------- -- - --

0 CAPSGEOMETRY
0 MOLDGEOMETRY

o PART
up down apply

Cx

Pressing the "Boundary Conditions" button invokes the above buttons on the right side of
the screen. The buttons on the extreme left, which are filled with zeros, indicate priority
of order by which a named component is assigned the boundary conditions. Higher
numbers override lower-number assignments. A zero in the button excludes the
corresponding named component from having set initial o;; boundary conditions. A number
other than zero includes the named component tha. is to be initialized.

The default colors for the various named components are also shown in the "Boundary
Conditions" menu. When a named component button is activated, the display on the screen
for that named component becomes colored and an"Initial Conditions Form" or "Boundary
Conditions Form" is activated onto the screen. These forms allow the user to set the
boundary or initial conditions for that particular named component.

The "Initial Boundary Conditions Form" is used to initialize the hyperpatched named
components only. Thus, the volumes can be initialized with regard to the material they are
made of, initial temperature, unfilled or filled status, phase, pressure, etc., of the volume
corresponding to that named component. The "Boundary Conditions Form" is related to
setting the conditions for outer or inner surfaces or boundaries; these include any
symmetries present, any walls, inlets, exits, etc., on surfaces belonging to the geometry.

4.3.1 Initial Conditions Form

The "Initial Conditions Form" (shown on the next page) is used to initialize named
components consisting of hyperpatch volumes only. Thus, CAPSGEOMETRY can be
initialized if the entire cavity is to have identical initializations. Note that in using the CaPS
software to model pressure-driven mold filling, some portion of the cavity may initially
contain fluid at the onset of fluid flow. This named component is called "DISH" in our
example boundary conditions, although it can have any name. This named component is to
be initialized so that it is always filled. Thus the fraction filled is 1.0. Also, the initialized
phase should be "liquid" because this component usually contains superheated liquid.

The material must be specified for this named component. For instance, if gray iron is
used as the filling material, the DISH material should be chosen as gray iron. Pressing the
"Material..." button activates the list of materials in the properties database of CaPS. For
further information on adding or editing the materials database files, refer to Chapter 8
(Material Properties). The material of interest can then be chosen from the list and the
named component is assigned that material. The design of runners and gates by the mold
designer is such as to obtain a constant pressure head and a nonturbulent stream of liquid
metal before it passes through the filling cavity.
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INITIAL CONDITIONS FORM

Name:

CAPSGEOMETRY

Material...

unspecified

Temperature (C)

0.00E+00

Velocity (m/s)

Drag...

Y

Volume (m**3)
0.0000E+00

Phase
empty
liquid
mush

solid
always solid

Pressure (MPa)

Fraction Filled
0.0

FThermal Structures...

The above form is obtained when CAPSGEOMETRY is pressed in the menu under
"Boundary Conditions." If the activated named component has drag or thermal structures
assigned to it, those buttons are to be activated, thus invoking menus to initialize them. In
the example above, PART, CAPSGEOMETRY, and MOLDGEOMETRY can be initialized in this
manner because they are made up of hyperpatch volumes alone. Refer to separate sections
on thermal structures (Section 4.6) and force structures (Section 4.7) for a theoretical
explanation.

Once the preferred named component is pressed in the menu under "Boundary
Conditions," an asterisk appears in the box adjacent to the colored box corresponding to
that named component. Simultaneously, the named component is painted with that color
and the related initialization form appears on the left side of the screen. If only the named
component is to be viewed, the initialization form can be deactivated as follows. First,
maneuver the mouse pointer to the box adjacent to the colored box. Then, press the mouse
button to activate editing the box. Entering an asterisk in the box, pressing return, and
then pressing the "apply" button at the lower right of the menu colors the named
component without activating the initialization box. This is useful if only the named
components are to be viev . -. and the initialization is either not to be conducted or has
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already been done. In the following discussion of the "Drag..." and "Thermal Structures..."
setup, a step-by-step explanation is given of the various windows that are encountered. We
describe the various screens that appear when the Vbounds module is activated to assign
initial and boundary conditions to the geometry. A two-dimensional wheel problem,
discussed in Appendix B, is illustrated as an example.

When Vbounds is first initiated in the CaPS scripts, Fig. 2 appears and essentially
displays the problem geometry.

The geometry is displayed according to the neutral file created by PATRAN. The
various aspects of the buttons are defined in the Visual BCIC section of this manual.
Selecting the "Boundary Conditions" button brings about the screen shown in Fig. 3; this is
essentially a subwindow that lists all named components as described in the geometry and
according to the neutral file that is read. The indices are initially zero. To allow initial and
boundary condition setup for a geometric section, the corresponding number must be other
than zero.

Setting the indices, let us assume that the initial conditions for the gate are to be set.
When the "GATE" button is pressed, the button color changes and Fig. 4 is seen. Now, the
material, phase, pressure, fraction filled, etc., can be specified for the specified part (in our
case, the GATE).

Selecting the "Material..." button gives the display shown in Fig. 5. This displays the
list of all the material property database files that exist in the materialslibrary directory.
The names of these files are included in the availablematerials file in the materials_library
directory. The material can be selected by depressing the corresponding button, which
then changes color, and then pressing return. Then the display according to Fig. 4 appears
in which the "Material..." box is filled with the name of the selected materials database file
in place of the "unspecified" comment.

If Drag in the x-direction is to be set, the "X"-button under the "Drag..." section of
Fig. 4 is to be pressed. If drag in the y- or z- direction is needed, the corresponding "Y" or
"Z" buttons may be selected under "Drag...." At that point, the display shown in Fig. 6
indicates that the drag data list is empty.

Thus, only a new datalist can be added. If drag datalists are already created, this
window would contain a list of the parametric settings for the drag. Selecting the "new"
button in Fig. 6 gives the default values of the drag under the datalist name "genericdrag"
in Fig. 7. The user can change any of the parametric values. To initialize drag correlation,
the "Drag Correlation" button is pressed, giving the display shown in Fig. 8.

Because no drag correlation parameters have been set so far, the "Drag Correlation
List" is empty. Otherwise, a list of drag correlation parametric list appears on the screen.
Selecting "new" in the display of Fig. 8 gives the window shown in Fig. 9.

The window of Fig. 9 again has the default values set under the name "generic.dc," the
drag correlation. Any of the screen boxes can be altered at the user's discretion. The drag
correlation parameter setup can be saved by pressing the "save" button. This gives the
window shown in Fig, iC
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Fig. 2. Problem geometry displayed on screen
according to neutral file
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Fig. 8. Drag correlation can be defined
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Fig. 10. Drag correlation parameters are saved

The selected datalist name for the drag correlation setup now appears in the window
in the description column which, in this case is "Generic Drag Correlation." Pressing the
datalist name button changes its color and selects the datalist for use. This datalist file can
now be modified, deleted, or deselected with the appropriate buttons. Then, pressing
return gives the window in Fig. 11. This is the same window as in Fig. 7 except that the
drag correlation is now defined. The user can either redefine the correlation, modify the
on-screen parameters, or select "save" to save the parametric list under a filename (in our
case, it is genericdrag). Saving gives the window shown in Fig. 12.

At this point, the description of the drag formulation appears on the screen. Note that
if more than one datalist exists, their names and descriptions also appear on the screen. In
our case, only one was created (rather, we used the default values). Selecting the
"Filename" button so that it changes color, and pressing return, assigns the drag for the
geometric part, giving the window in Fig. 13.

Thus, adjacent to the "X" button under the "Drag..." heading, the datalist name
appears. Similarly, the "Y" or "Z" buttons can be selected to force drag in those two
directions. In Fig. 13, the material database filename appears under the "Materials..."
button. Also, the phase is chosen as liquid, and the pressure is 3562. Now, if the thermal
structures are to be defined, the "Thermal Structures..." button is selected, giving the
window shown in Fig. 14. As can be seen, the "Thermal Structures List" is empty.
Selecting "new" gives the window shown in Fig. 15.
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The default name, "generic_ts" and the default description, "Generic Thermal
Structure," and other parametric defaults are given. The face perpendicular to the surface,
on which the thermal structure is supposed to act, is chosen by pressing one of the "X,"
"Y," or "Z" buttons, which respectively correspond to the coordinate directions. Now the
thermal structures can be so defined that they can extend into the mold with varying
partition sizes. Thus, the first thermal structure may have a much smaller partition size
than the structure adjacent to it, and so on. Assume that six thermal structures are to be
initialized such that the first has a partition size of 1.0E-07 and the last has a partition
size of 1.0E-02, each successive partition being 10 times larger than the preceding one.
Now, to model the heat transfer into the mold, for example, the "Material" button is
pressed once. This gives the same menu as in Fig. 5. Choosing the material in which the
thermal structure is to be initialized (we choose sand) and then initializing the partition
size as 1.0E-07 and the number of partitions as 2, produces the window shown in Fig. 16.

Now add material thermal structures by pressing the "Add Material" button, so that we
have the required number of thermal structures (a maximum of 15 are allowed). When the
"Add Material" button is pressed, the previous materiall" row is copied into the new
material row below the previous one. Then, the number of partitions being the same, only
the partition size is to be altered. If a thermal structure material list is to be deleted, the
"Remove Last Material" button may be pressed. We obtain the window shown in Fig. 17.

Now everything is initialized but the "Heat Transfer Coefficient." This provides
information required in the calculation of the surface heat transfer coefficient in thermal-
structure models. When the "Heat Transfer Coefficient" button is selected, the window
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shown in Fig. 18 appears. Here, since no settings are made as yet, the "Heat Transfer
Coefficient List" is empty. Pressing the "New" button, we obtain the window in Fig. 19.

This initializes the Heat Transfer Coefficient. Here, the "Heat Transfer Coefficient
Multiplier" and the "Characteristics Length" are to be initialized. Default values are also
given, but can be changed at the user's discretion. The "Heat Transfer Correlation" button
must now be pressed to assign the correlations to the coefficients. Then, the window in
Fig. 20 appears. Here again, since nothing is defined as yet, the "Heat Transfer Correlation
List" is empty. Pressing the "new" button produces the window shown in Fig. 21.

Now the user can name the correlation, give it a brief description, and assign para-
metric values to the various correlation coefficients C1, C2, C3, C4. The defaults are
automatically given and the default name, "generichtc," is also assigned. The user can
either use the default values or alter the values. Saving the correlation datalist by selecting
"Save" allows the user to move one step up in the hierarchy. This results in the window
shown in Fig. 22. Pressing return gives the window shown in Fig. 23.

Thus, now that the "Heat Transfer Correlation" is defined, the definition of the heat
transfer coefficient is complete. Saving the datalists by selecting "save" gives the window
shown in Fig. 24.

Now, thermal structure assignment is complete and the entire parametric listing is
shown in Fig. 25. Saving the definition by selecting "Save," we obtain the window shown in
Fig. 26.

Again, because one datalist has been created, the "Thermal Structure List" contains
one datalist file named "genericts." Note that we have not altered the default values and
have accepted all parametric values, file names, and descriptions provided by the CaPS
software. Now, pressing "return" displays the window shown in Fig. 27.

Thus, at this point, the specification for the geometric section GATE is complete.
Similarly, other geometric sections can be initialized. The time required to set the initial
condition, including thermal structures and drag setup, is minimal (on the order of
seconds), and the procedure is extremely systematic to follow. Thus, the user is
encouraged to use the Vbounds module rather than create the *BC file using the vi editor,
which is likely to lead to mistakes.

4.3.2 Boundary Conditions Form

This is similar to the "Initial Conditions Form" but is restricted to setting up the
boundary conditions on surfaces only. This form (shown on page 36) has various
subwindows, each of which is targeted toward the particular surface that needs to be
assigned certain boundary conditions.

If the named component is related to a boundary wall, the "Wall" submenu must be
depressed to activate and tell CaPS that the surface is a wall. Various boundary conditions,
such as "Freeslip," "Noslip," "Constant Temperature," and "Adiabatic" can be ascribed to
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Boundary Conditions Form

Name Surface Area (m"2)

7 INLET 0.00

Wall

Freeslip Constant Temperature

No Slip Adiabatic

(Initial) Temperature

Symmetry

Inlet

Temperature Pressure

Velocity

Exit

Pressure

CK

the surface walls. A constant wall may suggest prescribing an (initial) temperature. If no
walls are defined, the surface boundaries are considered to be adiabatic.

A "Symmetry" choice suggests that one-half of the geometry is such that the other half

is its mirror image. The existence of the symmetric surface reduces the geometry by one-
half and thereby considerably reduces the simulation time. The "Symmetry" choice
assumes that no wall is present and that fluid flow is as if both parts exist in the geometry.
Thus, the temperature is initialized, depending on the adjacent cell temperature.

An "Inlet" is usually assigned to at least one of the named components. The inlet to

the liquid metal should be flat and must be upstream of a named component that is

completely filled (this is named DISH in our earlier example). The temperature and
pressure head at the inlet should be specified, and the fraction of the surface boundary that
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is filled is always 1.0. Velocity of the metal may be given instead of pressure, but then
either an exit must be defined or the simulation must stop before the cavity fills or a cold
shut occurs. Finally, if an outlet or exit is present in the geometry, the "Exit" button must
be activated and the pressure at the exit must be given.

4.4 Alternative BCIC Assignment

The Vbounds module helps in'identifying various parts of the geometry and in setting
up the various initial and boundary conditions. This module, when exited, saves the input
for BCIC.* and optionally to a *BC file. It is possible to create the same BCIC.* input file if
we know where the various geometric sections are physically located so that various initial
and boundary conditions can be written down for each named component. The same care
should be given to the existence of an inlet and a named component that is initially filled.
The following is a short listing of the various terms that have meanings in the visual
interface of CaPS to set up the initial and boundary and initial conditions:

vof Volume of fluid or fraction filled
vof b Fraction of filled fluid for the inlet or a surface
temp Temperature
press Pressure
vol Velocity
symmetry Symmetric boundary, if it exists

In addition, the name of the material properties database file for each volumetric named
component must be specified. The "no slip," "free slip," "adiabatic," or "constant temper-
ature value" must be specified for each surface. The phases "liquid," "mush," "solid,"
"empty," or "always solid" must also be specified for each named component. A mushy
zone contains part liquid and part solid, and "always solid" means that there is no phase
change and that the component is always solid. Further, the thermal structures could also
be activated. In CaPS, the named components must be in capital letters and their
corresponding conditions should follow until another named component, in uppercase
letters, appears in the file and then its conditions should be entered.

In the following, we explain the *BC file, which can be created with the Vbounds
module of CaPS or the vi editor in the Unix system.

4.5 *BC File Description

In CaPS, the geometry details are read via the neutral file, which contains some named
components. The following may be added with the named components to the *BC file or
may be created with the Vbounds module of CaPS to set up the initial and boundary
conditions:

Initial & Boundary Conditions Setup for the Named components
Thermal Structure Location Records (Optional)
Force Structure Specification Records (Optional)
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The specification records have a unique meaning in the fluid flow and heat transfer
modeling of casting processes. These records are to be included in the *BC file, which can
be created either with the vi editor or the Vbounds module of CaPS (the latter facilitates
setting up the initial and boundary conditions). In the following, an example *BC file is
given according to how it is created by the Vbounds module. Based on this *BC file,
explanations for the drag force and the thermal structure assignments are made.

I Vbounds
IkY.ET

inlet
temperature
pressure
vofb

5/17/93 12:37:49

782.000

3562.00
1.00000

harmony

GATE
al_356 / property database fiMe for material assignment */
liquid /* State of the material in this geometric section /
temperature a 616.000
pressure - 3562.00
vof = 1.00000
dragx u 1 /* force direction initialization for the component */
the rmalstructure= 1 /* thermal structure initialization for the component ./

PART
al_356
empty
temperature =
pressure = 35
vof - 0.
drag_x =
thermalstructure=

SYMMETRY
symme t ry

THERMAL_STRUCTURE
I to_ 1
I thermal structure

/* property database tlle for material assignment "/

/* State of the material in this geometric section */
616.000

62.00
0

1 / force direction initialization for the component "/
1 /* thermal structure initialization for the component /

/* 20 Characters long thermal structure variable */
/* 80 Characters long description of the structure */

ts_face 3
toarea 2.000000000000
tstemp 20.00000000000

htcoef 1
n_mats 6

I sand_0 /* material identification statement /
n_part 2
part_size 1.00000000OOOD-07

I s and_0 /* material identification statement */
n_part 2
part_size 1.00000000OOOD-06

I sand_0 /* material identification statement */
n_part 2
part_size 1.000000000000D-05

I s and_0 /* material identification statement /
n_part 2
part_size 1.000000000000D-04

I sand_0 /* material identification statement /
n_part 2
part_size 1.00000000OOOD-03

I sand_0 /* material identification statement */
n_part 2
part_size 1.00000000000D-02

HEAT_TRANSFER_COEFFICIENT
1 ht coe f_1 /* 20 Characters long coefficient variable */
! heat transfer correlation /* 80 Characters long description of the coefficient /

htcoef_mul 1.000000000000
hcoef_len 6.350000000000D-03
htcoef_htc 1

HEAT_TRANSFER_CORRELATION
I ht c _1 /* 20 Characters long correlation variable /
Heat transfer correlation /* 80 Characters long description of the correlation */

s
s
s
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htc_ci 4.000000000000
htc_c2 0.625000000000
htc_c3 0.400000000000
htcc4 0.400000000000

DRAG
I drag_1 /* 20 Characters long drag force variable */
I drag force /* 80 Characters long description of the drag */

dragforcef 0.500000000000
drag_reylen 6.350000000000D-03
dragclenth 6. 350000000000D-03
drag_icorr 1

DRAG_CORRELATION
I dc.._1 /* 20 Characters long drag correlation variable */
I drag correlation /* 80 Characters long description of the correlation */

dcreytrn 1187.000000000
dcacorrl 64.00000000000
dcbcorrl -1.000000000000
dc_ccorrl 0.
dc_acorrt 0.316400000000
dc_bcorrt -0.250000000000
dc_ccorrt 0.

In the above example, each line is self explanatory by the /*...*/ comments. The named
components are "INLET," "PART," "GATE," and "SYMMETRY." The named sections

"THERMALSTRUCTURE,"
"HEATTRANSFERCOEFFICIENT,"
"HEAT_TRANSFER_CORRELATION,"
"DRAG,"
"DRAGCORRELATION"

have a special meaning and are used by CaPS to model thermal structures and drag, and
therefore cannot be used as named components for other parts of the geometry. Also,
while using the Unix editor, such as vi, care should be taken in spelling the above names.
The easiest way to set up the initializations for the thermal structures or the force
structures is to use the Vbounds load module of CaPS.

Having said enough about the assignments for the named geometric components, we
now explain thermal and force structure modeling in CaPS.

4.6 Thermal Structure Modeling

The purpose of implementing a thermal structure model is to permit consideration of
heat-transfer interaction between the molten metal and a solid in contact with the molten

metal. The model solves one-dimensional heat conduction equations for all solid thermal
structures. It calculates temperature distribution in solids and heat transfer from solids to
surrounding fluids. In summary, the output from the thermal structure model is a heat
source/sink term for the fluid energy equation.

To calculate heat transfer between the fluid and solid surfaces (the mold, in particular),
a heat-transfer coefficient model may be required. A thermal structure is a solid structure
in a fluid-flow domain having heat-transfer interaction with the surrounding fluid. Thus, to
model the heat transfer between the metal and the mold, plane thermal structures can be
included as auxiliary inputs. In CaPS, fluid/structure heat transfer (q) is computed as
follows:
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q A*h*(TS-Tf)

where
A is the area,
h is the heat transfer coefficient,
To Is the temperature of the structure, and
Tf is the temperature of the fluid.

The heat transfer coefficient htcoef, which is specified in the *BC input file or the
Bounds module, is defined by three input parameters:

htcoef _htc (htcoet) Heat transfer coefficient correlation number.
ht coe f _1e n (ht coef) Characteristic length.
htcoef_mul (htcoef) Heat transfer coefficient multiplier.

The heat transfer coefficient, h, is defined as follows:

h * htcoef_mul(htcoef)*Nu*k/htcoef_len(htcoef)

where the correlation used for the Nusselt number is

Nu = htc_cl(ic)+htcc2(ic)*Re**htcc3(ic)*Pr**htcc4(ic),

and

k is the thermal conductivity of the liquid,
ic htcoef_htc(htcoef), is the correlation number,
Re = p*U*htcoef len/ , is the Reynolds number, p being the density, U being the

velocity, and being the viscosity of the material in consideration,
Pr = w*Cp/k, is the Prandtl number, Cp being the specific heat of the liquid, and
htccl(ic), htcc2(ic), htcc3(ic), htcc4(ic) are the Nusselt-number

correlation coefficients.

The user can prescribe several correlations by inputting different values of the
coefficients, htc_cl, htc_c2, etc. The Nusselt number and Reynolds number are based on
the characteristic lengths of the system under consideration. These characteristic lengths
are input and must be prescribed by the user. Because the Nusselt number, Nu, must always
be positive,

htccl(ic) should be positive to accommodate a zero-flow situation (4.0),
htcc2(ic) is the Nusselt-number coefficient (0.625),
htcc3 (ic) is the Nusselt-number coefficient (0.4),
htcc4 (ic) is the Nusselt-number coefficient (0.4)l51.

A thermal structure is a collection of thermal-structure elements, each of which has
the same characteristics as specified by a thermal-structure prototype. Thermal-structure
prototypes are defined using type, fluid, and material data list, respectively. The order in
which these are input indicates the construction of the thermal structures and must
conform to some specific rules as described in Section 4.6.1 below.
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In the following, the user-defined variables for alternative BCIC assignments are given
in courier bold. This means that the user can create the *BC file with the vi editor and
these variables. An easier way, and the best way, is to use the Vbounds module. In the
following explanation, the variable names as they appear in the Vbounds module screen are
given in courier bold underlined. The default values, where applicable, are also given
in parentheses.

4.6.1 Thermal Structure Datalist

Correspondingly, this is referred to as Phermal Structure List in Vbounds. A
"THERMALSTRUCTURE" datalist must begin the definition of each thermal-structure
prototype. The initial default for all datalist variables is zero. Subsequent defaults are the
values in effect after reading the previous datalist. The definition of thermal-structure
prototype n+1 must follow the definition of thermal structure prototype n. The precise
definition of each datalist is given in the following:

taface Geometrical type or orientation (Face)

1 Surface with normal aligned in the i-direction
2 Surface with normal aligned in the j-direction
3 Surface with normal aligned in the k-direction

te_area Surface area of the thermal structure. The absolute value is the surface area

divided by the cell area. (Area Multiplier) (1.0)

ta_temp Initial surface temperature of the thermal structure. (Temperature) (20.0)

n_mate Number of materials and the corresponding record to be specified. (Number
of material rows in the "Define Thermal Structures" menu)

n_part Number of partitions in the material. A thermal structure temperature will
be computed for each material partition. (Number of Partitions)

part_size Partition size, m. (Partition Size)

htcoef This number corresponds to an index or ordinal number and is a pointer as
to which of the available "HEATTRANSFERCOEFFICIENTS" are to be
utilized in the analysis.

4.6.2 Heat Transfer Coefficient Datalist

Correspondingly, this is referred to as the "Heat Transfer Coefficient List" in
the Vbounds module. Referring to the *BC file given earlier, the various assignments under
the name "HEATTRANSFERCOEFFICIENT' include the first two lines as the comment
lines, and

htcoef_mul (Heat transfer coefficient multiplier) (1.0)

htcoef_len (Characteristic Lenath) (6.35E-03)
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as variables. Also, this must call the correct heat transfer correlation variables via the index
htcoef_hto.

4.6.3 Heat Transfer Correlation Datalist

Correspondingly, this is referred to as Heat Transfer Correlation List in
Vbounds. When the vi editor is used, the name "HEATTRANSFERCORRELATION"
should follow the above assignments and must initialize the variables

htc_ci. (c) (4.0)

htc_c2 (C2) (0.625)

htc_c3 (C3) (0.4)

htc_c4 (C4) (0.4)

This completes the thermal structure setup.

4.7 Drag or Force-Structure Modeling

The force structure is a mechanism whereby a drag or resistance force (in Pa/m) can
be applied to a fluid flow across a cell face between two computational cells. The location of
each force structure is specified in the force structure specification record or "DRAG"
using the Vbounds module or while creating the *BC file. The generic force structure
applies a resistance of one of the following forms:

dpdx = -drag_forcef*rL*abs(u1)*ul*fcorr/drag_clenth, or

dpdy = -dragforcef*r1*abs(v1)*v1*fcorr/drag_clenth.

If the drag is to be allowed in the x-direction for a particular named component (which
consists of hyperpatched volumes), "drag.x" should be included under the named
component setup in the *BC file. Similarly, dragg" may be used to create a drag to the
flow in the y direction. In the above expressions,

fcorr = dc_acorrl(nc)*Re**dc_bcorrl(nc)+dcccorrl(nc)

when

Re < dcreytrn(nc),

and

fcorr dc_acorrt(nc)*Re**dc_bcorrt(nc)+dcccorrt(nc)

when
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Re >. dcreytrn(nc),

given that

Re = p*U*htcoeflen/ , is the Reynolds number

where

p is the local density,

U the local velocity, and

is the local viscosity of the material in consideration. Also,

nc is the correlation index, dragicorr,

The drag force records are used to locate the force structures in the geometry. The
geometry must involve some hyperpatches corresponding to the position where a drag
force is to be applied. The user has the option of assigning the drag in one or more of the
x- or y-directions. Initially, while constructing the geometry, the hyperpatches relating to
the drag must be included in a named component. To initiate the drag, one or more of the
following flags should be included in the *BC file:

drag_x . 1 drag force in the x-direction, kg.m/s2 .

dragy 1 drag force in the Y-direction, kg.m/s2 .

The *BC file should first describe the initial and boundary conditions for the named
components. The drag forces can be applied at cell faces between two computational cells.
The locations therefore correspond to portions of grid planes.

Once the named components are initialized with respect to the drag direction, the
drag-force assignments are made at the tail of the *BC file and are initiated with the name
"DRAG" preceding any drag-force coefficient assignments. Then, two lines can be used as
comment lines, following which, the drag coefficients, dragforcef, dragreylen,
drag_clenth are set. At this point, the drag correlation number, dragicorr, is written
to identify how many drag correlation records are related. The name
"DRAGCORRELATION" identifies the correlations, and the number of these records
depends on how many are to be called for each drag according to drag_icorr. Following
each of the "DRAGCORRELATION" named records, the correlation coefficients
dc_reytrn, dc_acorrl, dcbcorrl, dc_ccorrl, dcacorrt, dc_bcorrt, and
do_ccorrt are initialized.

In the following section, as in the thermal structures definition, we list the various
variables that are required in the *BC file (courier Bold). Also given (courier Bold

Underlined) are the variable names as seen on the Vbounds screen. Default values are
given in parentheses.
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4.7.1 Drag Structure Datalist

In the *BC file, these coefficients are to be input under the name "DRAG" (refer to the
above sample *BC file). If the user is using the Vbounds module to set up the initial and
boundary conditions, he or she will be working on the "Define Drag Structure" subwindow
of the "Drag List" window.

dragforcef(nf) Force coefficient for force structure nf (Force Multiplier). (0.5)

drag_reylen (nf) Length used to compute the Reynolds number for the force structure

nf. (Reynolds Length). (6.35E-03, i.e., 6.35 x 103)

drag_clenth (nf) >0.0. The value input is used as the characteristic length in the above
equation. (characteristic Length) (6.35E-03, i.e., 6.35 x 103)

dragicorr (nf) The correlation index of force structure nf. These values are used as
indices of the user-specified correlation variables below.

4.7.2 Drag Correlation Datalist

These parameters are assigned under the name "DRAG_CORRELATION" while making
the *BC file. If the user is in Vbounds, the "Define Drag Correlation" subwindow under the
"Drag Correlation List" window assigns these parameters.

do_reytrn(nc) The transition Reynolds number.(Transition Reynolds number)
(1187.4)

The following are the Correlation coefficients when the Reynolds number, re, is in the
laminar regime, i.e., when re <dc_reytrn(nc):

dc_acorrl(nc) Laminar correlation coefficient a (64.0)

dc_bcorrl(nc) Laminar correlation coefficient b (-1.0)

dc_ccorrl(nc) Laminar correlation coefficient c (0.0)

The following are the Correlation coefficients when the Reynolds number, re, is in the
turbulent regime, i.e., when re >= do_reytrn(nc):

dc_acorrt(nc) Turbulent correlation coefficient a (0.3164)

dc_bcorrt(nc) Turbulent correlation coefficient b (-0.25)

dc_ccorrt(nc) Turbulent correlation coefficient c (0.0)
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5 Geometry Meshing

5.1 Introduction

In CaPS, determination of the set of cells is called mesh generation and the process is
performed while maintaining a uniform mesh. In practice, a slightly nonuniform mesh is
usually obtained. A structured mesh partitioning is determined with respect to the
Cartesian coordinate system utilized in PATRAN.

The user specifies the parameter ncell, i.e., the number of cells desired in
CAPSGEOMETRY. The mesher will automatically generate a mesh consisting of
approximately neell number of cells in CAPSGEOMETRY. Usually, the number of cells
determined for CAPSGEOMETRY (nmc) is close to the ncell. The mesh is also generated
for MOLDGEOMETRY, if it exists. The total number of cells in CAPSGEOMETRY and
MOLDGEOMETRY is nm 1.

The user can assign the number of partitions desired in the x-direction by specifying
inum. Here, inum and ncell work coherently to determine the mesh. If both inum and
Jnum are specified, a mesh will be determined according to these two parameters and the
parameter ncell is ignored.

Any grid coordinates in the optional named component "MESHCONTROL" are used in
fine-tuning the mesh partitions. Grid planes are planes passing through a grid and normal
to the coordinate axes. Each coordinate direction is examined and the minimum spacing is
determined between grid planes. The minimum grid plane interval both the x and y
directions is used as a reference.

Alternatively, the reference mesh partition size is determined by the number of
partitions of the minimum grid plane interval ("npart"), which can be initialized in the
namelist mesher input file. Each grid plane interval is then divided into an integral number
of equal partitions using the reference mesh partition size for guidance. There is at least
one partition at each grid plane interval no matter how small. The collection of mesh
planes in the x and y coordinate directions determined by the partitions should be
examined before the cells that approximate the true geometry are determined.

Once a suitable mesh partitioning has been selected, cells approximating the true
geometry must be determined. Each hyperpatch in the named components
"CAPSGEOMETRY" and "MOLDGEOMETRY" is examined. Cells are included if their
centers lie within the hyperpatch and are excluded if their centers lie outside the
hyperpatch.

5.2 Namelist Mesher

The "Namelist Mesher" option within the CaPS shell scripts allows the user to forego
the Vmesher module of CaPS and use the *.ME file, which can be created with either the vi
editor or by going through the Vmesher module once and saving the input upon successful
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mesh generation. Users are encouraged to employ the Vmesher module of CaPS so that the
geometry can be confirmed and the final meshed geometry can be viewed. Thus, starting
with a coarse mesh, it is possible to refine and consequently view the mesh until a suitable
mesh is obtained. Using the namelist mesher is useful when the number of cells, required
for a suitable mesh, is known beforehand. Also, the orientation of the geometry must be
known so that the mesh may be restricted in two dimensions. A sample *.ME file is as
follows:

&mesh
part = 0, mum " 0, jnum = 0, knum = 1, ncell = 100

fend

Here,

imax The maximum number of cells in the x-direction. (0)

jmax The maximum number of cells in the y-direction. (0)

kmax The maximum number of cells in the z-direction. (1)

nc.11 Total number of computational cells in the filling cavity only. (0)

npart The flag to force meshing according to the two closest grids in the
geometry (when npart = 1) or to mesh the geometry according to the
number of computational cells (when npart = 0).

If any of the flags imax, jmax, kmax = 1, the corresponding direction is neglected in the
meshing of the geometry. Thus if imax = 0, jmax = 0 and kmax = 1, meshing is done only
in the x and y directions and the z-direction is neglected.

5.3 Visual Mesher

A more efficient way to mesh the geometry is to use the visual meshing module of
CaPS, the Vmesher. Vmesher is a user-friendly tool that not only meshes but also facilitates
viewing of the geometry and identifying flaws, if any. For instance, the surface patches for
the mold and the filling cavity may be different than those viewed with PATRAN. The
geometric view, using PATRAN, is not as explicit as that using the visual interfaces of CaPS.
In particular, zooming-in and zooming-out are not very convenient while using PATRAN.
The same can be done with relative ease of effort and the different surfaces can be viewed
with the Vmesher load module. Of course, the "RUN,HIDE,SOLID" command does give a
solid view of the geometry in PATRAN. In this case, the display time is rather long, and to
again change the viewing coordinate system, PATRAN causes a further delay.

The visual interface to the meshing program (Vmesher) was written in the hope that
successful execution of the package would not depend on reading the documentation.
While no particular official standard was followed in designing the interface, users familiar
with packages using point-and-click interfaces should be able to master the operation of
Vmesher with only an occasional glance at the documentation. The user is strongly
encouraged to point-and-click first and read the documentation later. When Vmesher is
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initiated, a window that is divided into four subwindows appears. In the largest viewing
window, the hyperpatches in PATRAN's named component CAPSGEOMETRY (referred to
simply as the CaPS geometry) and the hyperpatches in PATRAN's named component
MOLDGEOMETRY, if any, (referred to simply as mold geometry) are displayed. A message
window appears directly below the viewing window. Various instructional and. informational
messages will appear in this window. In the upper right hand corner is a small window
showing the three dimensional axis orientation diagram. Below the axis window is the
command window which always displays the top level of commands shown in Fig. 28.
Selecting one of these commands results in appearance of the subcommands of the
selected command below the top-level menu. Selecting the same command a second time
removes the submenu. Selecting a different top level command causes the original
submenu to be removed and the submenu of the newly selected command to be displayed.

The five subcommand menus
subcommand is described below.

File

Visibility

Mesher

Preferences

View

Fig. 28. Top-level menu

Show info

Save

Print

Quit

OK

Fig. 29. File submenu

CaPS edges

CaPS net

CaPS faces

CaPS off

Mold edges

Mold net

Mold faces

Mold off

OK

Fig. 30. Visibility submenu

are shown in Figs. 29-33. Functionality of each

npart 0

inum 0

jnum [ 0
knuin 1

ncell 1000
Preview

Generate new mesh

View CaPS Mesh

View mold mesh

OK

Fig. 31. Mesher submenu

No hidden

Full hidden

2 lines/face

4 lines/face

8 lines/face

8 lines/face

Spin fixed

Spin continuous

Move fixed

Move continuous

Rotate fixed

Rotate continuous

OK

Fig. 32. Preferences submenu
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Front Back

Left Right

Top Bottom

View 1 View 2

T
<- View -

T
E- Spin ->

Zoom

- Move -+

Rotate

Reset

Print

Locate

Return

Fig. 33. View submenu

5.3.1 File Submenu

Show info:

When information about an existing mesh or about the parameters used to define a new
mesh is available, it is displayed in a box below the file submenu. This is done by pressing
the "Show info" button under the "File" menu. "Units" is the conversion factor used to
convert the geometric neutral file to meters. Internally, CaPS works only in SI units. After
successful mesh generation, for an example problem, the following was displayed:
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spiral3
MESH. 1
05/24/93
14:15:43
npart =0
inum = 0
Jnum = 0
knum = 1

ncell = 1000
units = 0.0254

imax = 194
Jmax =40
kmax = 1

nml = 1532
n1l = 3540
nmc = 995

A description of the parameters displayed in the information box appears below.

spiral3 The current project name.

MESH.1 The current mesh.

05/24/93 The current date.

14:15:43 The current time.

npart The number of partitions for the minimum grid plane interval.

inum, jnum, knum The requested number of partitions in the x-, y-, and z-directions.
These values will be used as a guideline. The values for the final
mesh may vary.

ncell The approximate number of mesh cells desired in the CaPS
geometry.

units The conversion factor used to convert from the original units used
in the PATRAN neutral file to meters required by CaPS.

imax The actual number of cells in the x direction.

jmax The actual number of cells in the y direction.

kmax The actual number of cells in the z direction.

nm 1 The total number of cells in the CaPS geometry and mold geometry.

nil The number of surface elements (exposed faces) in the meshed

configuration.

nmc The number of cells in the CaPS geometry region. The number of
cells dedicated to the MOLDGEOMETRY is simply (nm 1 - nmc).
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Save:

When the "Save" button is pressed, a file containing the mesher input parameters is
written.

Print:

A postscript file of the current viewing window, message window, axis window, and, if
visible, the meshing information window, is written to the file file.ps and printed to the
default printer when the "Print" button is pressed.

Quit:

To terminate the Vmesher program, the "Quit" button is selected. This in turn causes
"Cancel Quit" and "Confirm Quit" buttons to appear. Selecting "Confirm Quit" causes
Vmesher to terminate, while selecting "Cancel Quit" returns control to the "File" submenu.

OK:

If the "OK" button is selected, the "File" submenu is removed and control is returned to
the main menu.

5.3.2 Visibility Submenu

The CaPS geometry and mold geometry can be represented three different ways
(Fig. 30). In an "edge" representation, the edges of the hyperpatches are traced with seven
contiguous line segments (eight points). In a "net" representation, a net of lines (two, four,
or eight, depending on the "Preferences" menu selection) is drawn on each hyperpatch
face. In a "face" representation, all of the quadrilaterals formed by the above net are
rendered as colored surfaces. The user can select from these three representations
depending on the need for speed or more realistic rendering. In addition, the
"Preferences" submenu allows the user to choose between "No hidden" and "Full hidden".
This choice turns on a hidden surface calculation for rendering faces. Again, the user will
notice a tradeoff between rendering speed and a realistic rendering.

CaPS edges The edges of the CaPS geometry are drawn.

CaPS net A net of lines is drawn on the faces of the CaPS geometry.

CaPS faces The faces of the CaPS geometry are represented by a net of surfaces.

CaPS off The CaPS geometry is not drawn.

Mold edges The edges of the mold geometry are drawn.

Mold net A net of lines is drawn on the faces of the mold geometry

The faces of the moU' geometry are represented by a net of surfaces.Mold faces
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Mold off The mold geometry is not drawn.

OK The "Visibility" submenu is removed and control is returned to the main
menu.

5.3.3 Mesher Submenu

The "Mesher" submenu (Fig. 31) allows the user to view an existing mesh or input the
specifications for a new mesh and either "Preview," that is, draw an all-encompassing
meshbox around CaPS geometry and mold geometry fully meshed or "Generate new mesh,"
which runs a background task to generate only those cells of the meshbox whose center is
inside either CaPS geometry or mold geometry.

The Mesher program, which runs in the background to create the mesh, creates a
structured mesh partitioning of CaPS geometry and mold geometry. The mesh is
constructed by passing grid planes through key gridpoints that include the limits of the
meshbox, the rectangular solid box encompassing both the CaPS geometry, and the mold
geometry and any gridpoints defined in the PATRAN named component MESH_CONTROL.
Additional grid planes are defined by considering the five parameters described below.

The five input parameters work together in a complex way. A short explanation
alluding to their general usage is given in the following. However, we recommend that the
user try several combinations of the mesh specification parameters and observe the
resulting meshbox, using the "Preview" button to acquire a clear understanding of the roll of
the input parameters.

npart A reference mesh partition size is determined by dividing the
minimum grid plane interval by npart. Each grid-plane interval is
then divided into an integral number of equal partitions by using the
reference mesh partition size for guidance.

The next four parameters give the user-requested values for the meshing parameters.
The actual number of cells in the x, y, and z directions and the total number of cells in the
CaPS geometry will be computed with these input values and additional constraints
considered. The final mesh values may not match the requested values. These final values
can be examined by choosing the "Show info" button in the "File" submenu.

inum The requested number of partitions in the x-direction.

jnum The requested number of partitions in the y-direction.

knum The requested number of partitions in the z-direction.

ncell The requested number of mesh cells in the CaPS geometry.

Note that the mold, if present, will also be meshed. The final number of cells in the
CaPS geometry will be reported as nmc in the information box. The number of cells
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required to mesh both the CaPS geometry and the mold geometry is nm 1. The number of
cells meshing the mold geometry is therefore (nm 1 - nmc).

Preview:

Selecting the "Preview" button draws a rectangular solid around the CaPS geometry and
mold geometry and overlays the mesh lines on this meshbox.

Generate new mesh:

The "Generate new mesh" button runs a background job to generate files containing the
mesh information needed by CaPS. The cells in this mesh will be the cells drawn by
"Preview," which are inside CaPS geometry and mold geometry. This process may take
anywhere from a few seconds to many minutes of CPU time, depending on the number of
cells in the final mesh. While the process is in progress, the message "Generating a new
mesh" appears in the message window and execution of Vmesher is suspended. Upon
successful completion of the mesh generation, the message window is cleared.

View CaPS mesh:

"View CaPS mesh" toggles the CaPS geometry mesh on and off.

View mold mesh:

'View mold mesh" toggles the MOLDGEOMETRY mesh on and off.

OK:

The "OK" button may be selected so that the "Mesher" submenu is removed and control
is returned to the main menu.

5.3.4 Preferences Submenu

This submenu (Fig. 32) allows the user to set various preference parameters.

No hidden

Full hidden

2 lines/face

4 lines/face

No hidden-surface calculation is made before rendering hyperpatch
faces or meshed cells.

A hidden-surface calculation is done before rendering hyperpatch
faces or meshed cells. While this options yields a more realistic
representation of the geometry, the amount of CPU time needed for
the rendering may increase significantly.

Hyperpatch nets and surfaces are represented by connecting the
vertices with one straight line (two points) per edge.

Hyperpatch nets and surfaces are represented by connecting the
vertices with three straight lines (four points) per edge.
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8 lines/face

Spin fixed

Spin continuous

Hyperpatch nets and surfaces are represented by connecting the
vertices with seven straight lines (eight points) per edge.

The geometry can be made to spin either discretely or continuously.
The "manner of spin" in the "View" submenu is dependent on
whether the "Spin fixed" or "Spin continuous" button is selected in
the "Preferences" submenu. The "Spin" button in the "View"
submenu allows the geometry to spin around the x and y axes at a
fixed (10 degree) angle each time the button is pushed. The "Spin"
button is partitioned into a tic-tac-toe board as indicated below. If
the "Spin fixed" button is selected in the "Preferences" submenu,
depending on the location of the pointer when the button is
selected, the spin around the indicated axis is performed.

Selecting the "Spin continuous" button in the "Preferences" sub-
menu and then "Spin" in the "View" submenu, allows the geometry
to spin around the x and y axes in a continuous mode. The rate and
direction of spin around the x and y axes is determined by the
position of the pointer in the button, as indicated in the diagram
below. A faster spin (larger incremental discrete spins) can be
achieved by placing the pointer near the edges of the box. To
achieve a spin effect, each frame must be recomputed and
rerendered. When the scene is complex or the spin is being done
without the aid of hardware, this process may be exceedingly slow
and in some cases difficult to control. The user is advised to use the
"Spin fixed" option when this becomes evident.

-x. +y +x, +y

-x,-y -x, -

Move fixed The displayed geometry can be moved with respect to the screen
either discretely or continuously. Selecting the "Move fixed" button
in the "Preferences" submenu and then the "Move" button in the
"View" submenu provides for moving the image in the viewing
window in the direction indicated by the arrows in the button a
fixed distance each time the button is selected. The magnitude and
direction of the movement is controlled in the same way as that of
the "Spin fixed" button.

-x, +y +y +x, +y

-x 0,0 +x

-x, -y -y -x, -y
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Move continuous

Rotate fixed

Rotate continuous

OK

Selecting the "Move continuous" button in the "Preferences" sub-
menu then the "Move" button in the "View" submenu provides for
moving the image in the viewing window in the direction indicated
by the arrows in the button continuously as the button is pressed.
The magnitude and direction of the movement is controlled in the
save way as that of the "Spin continuous" button.

The displayed geometry can be rotated either discretely or
continuously. Selecting the "Rotate fixed" button in the
"Preferences" submenu and then the "Rotate" button in the "View"
submenu provides for rotating the image in the viewing window
around the z axis at a fixed (10 degree) angle each time the button
is selected. The "Rotate" button is partitioned into a counter-
clockwise region and a clockwise region, as pictured below.

Selecting the "Rotate continuous" button in the "Preferences" sub-
menu and then the "Rotate" button in the "View" submenu provides
for rotating the image in the viewing window around the z axis
continuously as the button is pressed. The direction of the rotation
is controlled in the same way as that of the "Rotate fixed" button and
the magnitude in a way similar to the "Spin continuous" button.

The "Preferences" submenu is removed and control is returned to
the main menu.

5.3.5 View Submenu

The "View" submenu (Fig. 33) allows the user to change the orientations of the image
in the viewing window by rotating or moving the object, by changing the viewpoint, or by
zooming into the window. A right-handed coordinate system is used with the x-axis
pointing to the right, the y-axis pointing upward, and the z-axis pointing out of the screen.

A front view of the image is presented.

A back view of the image is presented.

A view of the left side of the image is presented.

A view of the right side of the image is presented.

A top view of the image is presented.

A bottom view of the image is presented.

Front

Back

Left

Right

Top

Bottom
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View 1 A view of the image with 23-degree rotation around the x-axis,
followed by a 32-degree rotation around the y-axis, is presented.

View 2 A view of the image with 23-degree rotation around the x-axis,
followed by a 32-degree rotation around the y-axis, is presented.

View The "View" button allows the user to change the viewpoint of the
viewer or to orbit the contents of the viewing window. The position
of the pointer in the "View" button functions as if the following
diagram were overlayed on the button. The direction of the orbit is
indicated by the arrows, and the magnitude of the orbit in degrees
is indicated by the numeric values.

0, 180

180,0 0.0 M, 10

0,180

Spin When the "Spin fixed" option of the "Preferences" menu has been
selected, the "Spin" button in the "View" submenu allows the
geometry to spin around the x and y axes in fixed (10 degree)
increments each time the button is pushed. The "Spin" button is
partitioned into a tic-tac-toe board, as indicated earlier under the
"Spin fixed" and the "Spin continuous" categories.

Zoom When the "Zoom" button is selected, a message appears instructing
the user to define a rectangular region by pressing the mouse button
down on one corner and releasing it on the other corner. While the
mouse button is pressed and the pointer is moved, the user can
select a box size that delimits the resulting rectangle. When the
mouse button is released, the zoom will take place.

Move This selection allows moving the geometry with respect to the
screen and is similar to the "Spin" button. When the "Move fixed"
option of the "Preferences" submenu has been selected, the "Move"
button in the "View" submenu provides for moving the image in the
viewing window in the direction indicated by the arrows in the
button a fixed distance each time the button is selected. The
magnitude and direction of the movement is controlled in the same
way as that of the "Spin" button. When the "Move continuous"
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button in the "Preferences" submenu has been selected, the "Move"
button provides for moving the image in the viewing window in the
direction indicated by the arrows in the button continuously as the
button is pressed.

Rotate When the "Rotate fixed" option of the "Preferences" submenu has
been selected, the "Rotate" button in the "View" submenu provides
for rotating around the z-axis (rolling) a fixed (10 degree) angle
each time the button is selected. The "Rotate" button is partitioned
into a counterclockwise region and a clockwise region. When the
"Rotate continuous" option of the "Preferences" submenu has been
selected, the "Rotate" button provides for rotating around the z-axis
in a continuous mode while the button is pressed. The speed
(magnitude of discrete rotations) of the rotation increases as the
pointer nears the left and right edges of the button.

Reset The image in the viewing window is reset to the default front view.

Print The geometric image in the viewing window can be printed by
selecting the "Print" button.

Locate The "Locate" button puts the program into a mode allowing the user
to point at a location in the viewing window having the nearest
hyperpatch and edge, hyperpatch and face, surface and element, or
patch identified in the message window. To exit from this mode,
the "Locate" button must be selected a second time.

Return The "View" submenu is removed and control is returned to the main
menu.

6 *TS Input File Description

6.1 Introduction

When the geometry is set, the initial and boundary conditions for the various sections
of the geometry are assigned, and the geometry is meshed, a simulation run can be
conducted. The simulation requires input parameters as to the extent of the run, time-
step size, etc. This input file, the *TS file, is created with the vi editor. The various run
control parameters are described below. Of course, only a few parameters are required but
all parameters are included to demonstrate the vast applications of the CaPS software.

The computational domain is partitioned into a number of computational cells, each
bounded by consecutive x- and y-direction grid planes. Surfaces (portions of a plane) may
be defined on the exterior, bounding the computational domain, and in the interior. The
intersection of a surface and consecutive grid planes outlines a surface element.
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User input is read from a file associated with unit 5 and is called the *TS file, where
the * signifies the project name. This input consists of two required namelists. The *BC
file, which may contain several other record groups such as the thermal structures, drag,
etc., also facilitates in setting up the initial and boundary conditions. The term record
refers to a string of ASCII characters terminated by a carriage return or \n. This
corresponds to the earlier concept of a card image. The user may specify unit 5 or the *TS
input file in any order. One possible order is:

Problem Description and Comments (Optional)
Namelist/geom/
Namelist/data/

In the following, we give a description of the variables that may be used in the
Namelist/geom/ and Namelist/data/ sections of the *TS file. An asterisk () in parenthesis
indicates that the corresponding value is assigned to the variable as default.

6.2 Namelist/geom/

i fvo t Flag to enable volume of fluid calculations.

solve Flag to determine the solution technique used to solve the energy
transport equations.

=0 Successive overrelaxation (SOR) solution scheme is used. Values for epsi

and omega must also be specified when using this option. ()

i olvr Flag to determine the solution technique used to solve the pressure
equation.

=0 Successive overrelaxation (SOR) solution scheme is used. Values for epe
and omega must also be specified when using this option. ()

=11 The preconditioned conjugate gradient solver is used. This option is
recommended.

6.3 Namelist/data/

alpha =0.0 Semi-implicit time advancement for both momentum and energy
equations.

=1.0 Fully implicit time advancement for both momentum and energy
equations. ()

ifmom =0 No momentum calculation.

=1 Momentum calculation is performed. (*)

iftener =0 No energy calculation.
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=1 Energy calculation is performed. (*)

iatate =2 Beginning of a transient run. Initial conditions are read from the restart
file of a previous run. It is desirable, although not necessary, that this
previous run has achieved steady state. Some parameters may be changed
in the input stream. (*)

=3 Continuation of a transient run. Initial conditions are read from the
restart file of a previous beginning-of-transient run or continuation-of-
transient run. Limited changes may be made in the input stream.

6.3.1 Time- and Time-Step-Related Parameters

dt (1) Initial time-step size, s. (0.1).

dt (2) Maximum time-step size, s. (0.1). This value is used when automatic time
step is enabled, idtime = 1.

idtime =0 The time-step size is taken from the user-specified variable dt.

= 1 The time-step size is computed internally as the product of the largest
allowable time increment given the conditions (Courant time-step size)
and a user-specified variable, rdtime. (*)

ntmax The maximum time-step number for this run. Normal termination occurs
after completion of this time-step. (99999)

rdtim. The time-step size is computed internally as the product of the largest
allowable time increment given the conditions and the variable, rdtime.
(0.2) This value is used only if idtime = 1.

t imax The maximum time of this run. Normal termination occurs after this
time has been reached, s. (3.6E+7) timax refers to the simulation or
problem time, not the computer CPU time needed to run the problem.

treat CaPS calls the Sun FORTRAN Library Routine dtime to obtain the elapsed
run time in seconds for the calling process. When, at the end of an
iteration, this elapsed time exceeds treat, the calling process is
terminated after writing a step file. (3600.0).

tatart Initial time, s. (0.0) This value should be reset to zero at the beginning of
a transient run, istate = 2.

ntplot Up to 25 values to specify when step information is to be written. The
following are acceptable values of ntplot:

=0 No more step information is written. (")
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6.3.2 Itera

The ge
section.

opal

opa2

ops3

*pa5

it (1)

itmaxp

itmaxo

omega

omega.

omogav

relaxo

gravx

gravy

pvoid

>0 Time-step number for which step information is written. After the nth
positive time-step in ntplot has been processed, the n+1th value of
ntplot is used to determine which subsequent time-steps are written to
the RUN directory.

<0 A value -n indicates that information is written to the RUN directory every
nth time step. No subsequent values of ntplot are considered. Example:
ntplot = -5 indicates that every fifth step is to be processed. ntplot =
5,10,-20 indicates that steps 5, 10, 20, 40, 60, etc., are to be processed.
ntplot = 10,20,0 indicates that only steps 10 and 20 are to be
processed.

tion Control Parameters

neral definitions and default values of control parameters are given in this

Mass convergence criterion parameter. (1.OE-4)

Mass convergence criterion parameter. (1.0E-6)

Implicit convergence criterion parameter. (5.0E-5)

energy solver convergence criterion parameter. (1.0E-5)

Number of iterations permitted for time-steps.

Number of iterations in the pressure solver. (99)

Number of iterations in the energy solver. (99)

Relaxation factor for the SOR pressure solver. (1.5)

Underrelaxation factor for the energy equation coefficients. (1.0)

Underrelaxation factor for the momentum equation coefficients. (1.0)

Relaxation factor for the SOR energy solver. (0.95)

x-component of gravity vector, m/s2 . (0.0)

Y-component of gravity vector, m/s2 . (0.0)

Back pressure exerted on the free surface.
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7 Print Step

7.1 Introduction

A hard-copy output of the various variables can be obtained by creating a *.PS file in the
current working-run directory. This file directs CaPS as to which variables are to be
printed and can be initiated after any of the evolved step files, which are the binary
simulation result files. As an example, this file appears as

k-plane 3
variables ul vl p tl xas vof

where the plane of interest is the kth-plane, clipped 3 cells in the z-direction. Multiple
planes can also be printed by writing the plane of interest in the *.PS file. If the thermal
structures are to be printed, the following may be added to the *.PS file:

thermalstructure 1

The variable abbreviations are described in the next section and reflect the parameters of
interest that need to be printed. The variables are printed for each cell in the geometric
configuration.

7.2 Description of Cell Output Variables

u l U-component of velocity, m/s.
vi V-component of velocity, m/s.
hi Enthalpy, J/kg.
ti Temperature, 0C.

a 1 Volume porosity.
r 1 Density, kg/m3 .
p Static pressure, Pa.
qsour Volumetric heat source, W.
rmu Molecular viscosity, Pa-s.
r con Molecular conductivity, W/m"*C.
vf luid Fluid cell volume, M3.
a f lux x-direction cell face area, m3.
a f luy Y-direction cell face area, m 3.

if orce Coded entries of force structures.
drdh d(density)/d(enthalpy), (kg/m3 )/(J/kg).
f lowx Mass flow across x-face, kg/s.
f lowy Mass flow across y-face, kg/s.
eke Kinetic energy, J/kg.
xms Solid mass fraction.
vo f Volume of fluid.
spheat Specific heat.
mat Material property type.
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8 Material Properties

8.1 Introduction

Material properties are permitted to be temperature-dependent in CaPS. Four
material-property variables are required: thermal conductivity, density, specific heat and
viscosity. If temperature-dependent properties are available, CaPS linearly interpolates the
adjacent properties to provide properties over the entire temperature range and uses the
more elaborate table. Beyond the last property value, CaPS assumes a constant equal to the
last property value.

It may be stressed that the advantage of using temperature-dependent properties
rather than constants is that the actual phase change at a particular temperature can be
realized. Also, the temperature dependence is in coherence with real-world properties
because properties vary as a function of temperature. If only constant properties are
available for the particular material, say the solid and liquid state properties, CaPS linearly
interpolates the end points and assumes constant values beyond the table entries. In the
following, we explain how to create a *.prop file in the properties subdirectory, which
should be present in the CAPSHOME environment.

8.2 Property Database Organization

The properties directory contains the files defining the properties for all the materials
that are to be available for the CaPS software. CaPS materials are organized in a library
directory. In the directory, there exists a file called "available_materials" which is a table of
contents of the materials in the library. The properties for a material are in files named
"*.prop". The property data are in tabular format as used in the "ANSYS" software 161. The
property data file name must be of the form *.prop where "*" is the material name for
which the properties are listed in the file. The properties directory already consists of
several sample properties files. It may be noted that the filename must be no more than 11
alphanumeric characters long. Including the ".prop" extension, the file name must not be
more than 16 alphanumeric characters long.

As mentioned earlier, property evaluation is performed by linear interpolation of two
adjacent tabular data at the corresponding temperatures. The property value beyond the
one that is last defined is considered a constant with the value equal to the last defined
value. Each material file must contain tables for the following properties:

Property Name Units

Thermal Conductivity KXX (heat*length)/(timearea*temp)
Mass Density DENS mass/volume
Specific Heat C heat/(mass*temp)
Viscosity VISC (force*time)/length2
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The state of the casting material can be either solid, mushy, or liquid, where mushy is the
term used when solid and liquid states coexist. In this case, the solidus and liquidus
temperatures also need to be specified in the material property database file.

The following is a sample file for a gray iron 3.9% carbon equivalent material. This file
is according to the typical ANSYS format and will be used to explain the various terms.

/CON Approx 3.9% C8
/CON Referenceable Properties for gray iron
/CON Thermal Conductivity, Density, Specific Heat and Viscosity
/CON tliquidus=1202.0, tsolidus=1155.0,
MPTEMP
MPTEMP, 1, 0.13000E+03, 0.23500E+03, 0.33500E+03, 0.42000E+03, 0.54500E+03
MPTEMP, 6, 0.63000E+03, 0.72000E+03, 0.90000E+03, 0.13270E+03,
/CON Data from Pehlke, Jeyarajan, Wada
/CON to_simi
MPDATA,KXX , 1, 1, 0.6610E+02, 0.5560E+02, 0.4480E+02, 0.4440E+02, 0.3890E+
MPDATA,K XX , 1, 6, 0.3810E+02, 0.3510E+02, 0.2220E+02, 0.1117E+02
MPTEMP
MPTEMP, 1, 0.25000E+02, 0.10000E+04
/CON Data from Angus
/CON to_si=i
MPDATA,DENS, 1, 1, 0.7000E+04, 0.7000E+04
MPTEMP
MPTENP, 1, 0.10000E+03, 0.20000E+03, 0.30000E+03, 0.40000E+03, 0.50000E+03
MPTEMP, 6, 0.60000E+03, 0.70000E+03, 0.80000E+03, 0.90000E+03, 0.10000E+04
MPTENP, 11, 0.11000E+04, 0.11550E+04, 0.11550E+04, 0.12000E+04, 0.13000E+04
/CON Data from Pehlke, Jeyarajan, Wada
/CON to_si=1
NPDATA, C , 1, 1, 0 .54803+0 3, 0 .56103+0 3, 0 .57 303+0 3, 0 .58603+0 3, 0 .59 40E
NPDATA,C , 1, 6, 0.6190E+03, 0.6440E+03, 0.7030E3+03, 0.7200E+03, 0.7320E
NPDATA, C , 1, 11, 0 .74503+0 3, 0 .82713+0 3, 0 .47 633+04, 0 .9160E+0 3, 0 .9120E~
NPTENP
NPTEMP, 1, 1100.0, 1200.0, 1300.0, 1400.0, 1500.0
/CON Data from Barfield and Kitchener
/CON to_si=1
MPDATA,VISC, 1, 1, 13.90E-3, 10.78E-3, 8.64E-3, 7.11E-3, 5.98E-3

+02

+03
+03
+03

CaPS scans for strings "tliq" and "t_sol" in the commented "/COM" lines and thus the
liquidus and solidus temperatures can be defined under

tliquidus
t_solidus

and these must be in 0C. Internally, CaPS uses only SI (System Internationale) units.
Therefore a conversion factor may be embedded so that the units read are in SI by inputting
the parameter

tosi

in the properties file. Unlimited comment lines preceded by "/COM" can be input in the
*.prop file. These comment lines can be used to cite the reference or to input the unit
conversions, the solidus and liquidus temperatures. The Vbounds module of CaPS, which
identifies and assigns the material names to different parts of the geometry, reads only the
first two lines of the *.prop file. Thus, it must be customary to include the name of the
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material alone in the very first line and the description or contents of the material in the
following line. We explain the various terms by the following example properties file for
gray iron.

The following aspects of the above file must be noted:

/COM Comment lines used to either write references, citations, tliquidus and
t_solidus values, or tosi conversions. The first two lines are read by the
Vbounds module of CaPS, which assigns initial and boundary conditions to
various parts of the geometry. Thus, the first /COM line must contain the
name of the material and the following line may contain a brief
description of the material.

MPTEMP These are the temperature-specified lines. They may contain at the most
five temperature values per line. The first four spaces after the
"MPTEMP," are to be used for the index of the following temperature
value. Thus, " I," implies that the temperature value following the

comma is the first temperature value, " 6," implies that the following
temperature value is the sixth value, and so on.

MPDATA This is the prompt to define material-property values. Following
"MPDATA," either of the properties may be specified, limiting the vari-
able name to four characters. Thus, KXX is the thermal conductivity,
DENS is the density, C is the specific heat, and VISC is the viscosity. If
the variable name is less than four characters, blank spaces must be
specified until four spaces are utilized, followed by a comma. Thus,
following "MPDATA,", we can have "KXX ,", "DENS,", "VISC," or "C ,".
The following three spaces are reserved for indexing. This is followed by
a comma. The next three spaces 'ndicate the index of the first data value
on that line. Thus " 1," indicates that the first data value on that line is
the first in the series, " 6," indicates that it is sixth in the series, and so
on.

Note that the "tosi" unit conversions can be embedded within each definition of the
material properties. In the above example, the units are all in SI and therefore, "tosi"
parameters need not be used. The t_liquidus and t_solidus values follow the comment
lines.

Thus, new materials may be made available to CaPS merely by adding a new property
file into the materials property database file. After a new material file has been created, the
"availablematerials" file needs to include the name of the new file for CaPS to identify it.
This can be done by executing the script "maketable," which searches for all the *.prop
files and appends their name into the "availablematerials" file.
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9 CaPS Shell Scripts

9.1 Introduction

The CaPS shell scripts allow the user to conduct the simulation run beginning with
creating the geometry, assigning the boundary or initial conditions, meshing the geometry
that has been constructed, submitting the simulation runs, and analyzing the results via
post-processing. The scripts are very user-friendly.

Once CaPS is invoked, if a PROJECTS directory has not been previously defined in the
current directory, the user is asked if one is needed. The user is then prompted for a
particular project name. Here, project refers to a particular geometrical description.
Projects are distinguished by different geometrical definition. On this level, the current
directory contains a directory named "PROJECTS." Within the PROJECTS directory are the
individual projects.

A particular project can have several meshing alternatives and several alternative
boundary and initial condition specifications. The alternative meshes are named
sequentially as MESH.1, MESH.2, etc. Similarly, alternative boundary and initial condition
specifications are named sequentially as BCIC. 1, BCIC.2, etc. A project model is defined to
have a particular mesh as well as a )articular boundary and initial condition specification
associated with it. The various project models are named sequentially as MODEL.l1,
MODEL.2, etc. For example MODEL.I may have MESH.j and BCIC.k associated with it. In
this way, different project models can have the same boundary and initial condition
specifications with different meshing alternatives. The mesh is the rendering of the
project geometry based on user specifications. Boundary and initial condition specification
is done with respect to the project geometry and is therefore mesh-independent.

Default selections based on "carriage return" allow the user to move quickly through
the simulation. Also, the defaults for the file path can be changed while in the scripts, and
the Bcgen, Mesh, RUN jobs are submitted in the background. To create the geometry, the
scripts link to the PATRAN geometry modeler. Vmesher, the visual meshing module, and
Vbounds, the visual initial and boundary conditions setup module, can be activated with the
CaPS shell scripts. If the CELLDATA, MAP, etc., do not exist after geometry meshing, the
scripts remind the user to look into the setup and resubmit the mesh job. The same is true
for assigning the input for BCIC. If several neutral, mesh, *BC, *TS, or input files exist in
the working directory, the user can choose the required file for the particular model,
mesh, BCIC, run, etc., using the scripts. Further, the scripts are linked so that post-
processing of the simulation results can be easily performed.

9.2 Test Problem - Scripts Explanation

The following is a detailed explanation of the CaPS scripts. In the following, it is
assumed that the CAPSHOME is CaPS and that the simulation run is conducted on a test
problem in the CaPS/runs/test directory. When CaPS scripts are initiated by entering caps
at the prompt, the following appears on the screen:
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I CAPS script as of 03/29/93 . . . HND I

Current directory./CaPS/runs/test<--
PROJECTS directory not here.
Create PROJECTS directory? (O) a

Pressing return at this point creates a PROJECTS subdirectory.

Projects directory created.
Enter new project names test
Add new project -->test<-- (OR)

When the user enters the project name (test), CaPS reconfirms whether a new project
must be added. Multiple projects are possible in CaPS, each bearing a resemblance to the
parent project.

PROJECT name -- >test<-- What now?

1) Geometry
2) Mesh
3) BCIC
4) Simulation
5) Change project from -->test
6) Delete project -->test
7) Quit (0)
Choose (7) s

The above choices are interrelated. The geometry of the problem must be completed
before setting the boundary conditions (BCIC) or meshing (Mesh) the problem. Simulation,
which starts the conditions for the run, may be selected to either submit a run or to
examine results. Options 1 to 4 are discussed in detail below. Option 5 may be selected if
the project needs to be changed and option 6 deletes the project test from the PROJECTS
subdirectory. Option 7 quits CaPS scripts. In this and the subsequent scripts, an () beside
an option indicates that it is the default for carriage return.

Choosing option 1 gives

GEOMETRY SELECTED
GEOM.NE does NOT exist for -->test<--.

GEOMETRY -->test<-- What now?

1) Patran
2) Geometry Assignment
3) Set Defaults
4) Leave GEOMETRY (")
Choose I

Choosing option 1 initiates the PATRAN software and the geometry can be set up:

GPATRAN -->test<-- What now?

1) Start session file
2) Old session file
3) Neutral file
4) View geometry
5) Leave DPATRAN (* )
Choose :
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Choosing option 1 initiates the building of a session file, which is a list of commands given
to PATRAN to construct the required geometry. The list of commands is saved as a session
file. Note the following points:

" The geometry must be made up of grids, lines, patches, and hyperpatches.

" The geometry must have named components for different parts to allow
assignment of different boundary and initial conditions at different
locations.

" The filling cavity should be named CAPSGEOMETRY and must include only
hyperpatches of the filling cavity. This may therefore contain hyperpatches
already included in other named components.

" The encompassing mold must be named MOLDGEOMETRY and must
include only hyperpatches of the mold.

" Extra grids required to force particular partitions may be included in a
named component called MESHCONTROL specifically.

" The session file should direct PATRAN to construct a neutral file.

Refer to specific sections of this manual for detailed explanations. After each exit from
PATRAN, the user is asked if the session is to be saved. Also, if PATRAN is directed to
create a neutral file, the user is asked if the neutral file is to be saved. In CaPS, the neutral
file is saved as test.NE.i, where test is the project name and i is the increment used to save
subsequent neutral files. Note that CaPS software reads the neutral file into a file named
GEOM.NE, which directs it to the location of the grids, patches, and hyperpatches via
named components. Option 2 assumes that a session file already exists in the directory.
Option 3 can be picked if a neutral file already exists and helps in determining how CaPS
sets the geometry. Option 4 again initiates PATRAN and the user can view the geometry.
Option 5 can be picked up if PATRAN is no longer needed to build or view the geometry.
Further, the neutral file created is used to realize the hyperpatch volumes via the HPVOL
job generating test-HPVOL in the directory. This job can be invoked either by choosing
geometric assignment under GEOMETRY or when the neutral file is saved and CaPS asks
the user if the neutral file is to be used for GEOM.NE.

Save session (no) :

A neutral file has been created
Save neutral file (OK) I
Neutral will be saved as -->test.NE.l<-- (OK) :
Use this for GEOM.NE ? (OK) s

I Identify NEUTRAL file UNITS I

1) meters (0)

2) centimeters
3) millimeters
4) inches
5) feet
6) yards
choose s
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If the user wants to use the neutral file for the simulation, CaPS inquires about the units
used while building the neutral file. Non-SI units used while generating a session file and
subsequently a neutral file are converted to SI units. Choosing option 4 submits the test-
HPVOL job, which calculates the hyperpatch volumes:

Neutral file UNITS-inches (O) :

UNITS file created
test.NU.l assigned to GEOM.NE

Jobname a test-HPVOL
Load Module a /CaPS/bin/Hpvol
Neutral file in a /CaPS/runs/test/PROJECTS/test/GEOM.NE
Hyperpatch volume file : /CaPS/runs/test/PROJECTS/test/HPVOL
Standard output : /CaPS/runs/test/test-HPVOL

(OR) to submit? :

Negating at this point gives the option of changing the defaults for the HPVOL run or
leaving the HPVOL job altogether. On consent, the test-HPVOL job is submitted in
background and the following is initiated:

OPATRAN -- >test<-- What now?

1) Start session file
2) Old session file
3) Neutral file
4) View geometry
5) Leave DPATRAN (')
Choose :

which is the same screen as seen earlier. Choosing option 5 gives

Leaving GPATRAN

GEOMETRY -- >test<-- What now?

1) Patran
2) Geometry Assignment
3) Set Defaults
4) Leave GEOMETRY (')
Choose :

As mentioned earlier, the geometric assignment in CaPS can be initiated either
immediately after saving the neutral file and consenting CaPS to use the neutral file for
GEOM.NE or by choosing the Geometric Assignment option. At this point, the defaults of
the load modules can be set by choosing the Set Defaults option and a consent at the
prompt:

DEFAULTS

ODIRu/CaPS/runs/test
CLOAD-/CaPS/bin/Cas
CPLOAD-/CaPS/bin/Capspat
MLOADu/CaPS/bin/Mesher
BCLOAD./CaPS/bin/Bcgen
VMLOADu/CaPS/bin/Vmesher
HPVLOAD-/CaPS/bin/Hpvol
VBLOAD=/CaPS/bin/Vbounds
PSLOAD=/CaPS/bin/Printstsp
MATLIB./CaPS/propertiss
Change defaults? (OK) :
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Here, ODIR is the output directory, CLOAD is the load module of CaPS, CPLOAD is the load
module that links CaPS to PATRAN, MLOAD meshes the geometry using either a namelist
datafile or VMLOAD, BCLOAD generates the boundary conditions for the problem. VMLOAD
is a visual interface that uses HOOPS libraries to visually mesh the geometry, HPVLOAD sets
up the geometric linkage, VBLOAD is again a visual interface that uses HOOPS libraries to
visually set the boundary conditions and identify the named components. PSLOAD furnishes
a printed output of the results of the simulation, and MATLIB contains the material-
property libraries.

If the defaults are set correctly, the user answers with a "no" and obtains the
GEOMETRY menu; otherwise, hitting return allows the user to change the defaults. The
defaults can be set during setting of the geometry, meshing, or setting of boundary
conditions. Also, as explained earlier, before submitting the job in background, the user has
the option of either setting the defaults at that time or forfeiting the run. Option 4 allows
the user to leave the geometry and get the root menu:

PROJECT name -->test<-- What now?

1) Geometry
2) Mesh
3) BCIC
4) Simulation
5) Change project from -->test
6) Delete project -->test
7) Quit (*)
Choose (7) a

Now, the geometry being set, the user has the option of either meshing the geometry or
setting up the boundary conditions. Choosing option 3, which facilitates in setting the
boundary conditions, gives

BCIC SELECTED

NO previous BCIC's found for -->test
Add new bcic -->BCIC.1<-- (OK) c

If this is the first run, the boundary conditions can be set under BCIC. 1. The second time
through, the user has the option of using BCIC. 1 again or selecting BCIC.2 by negating at the
above prompt. Thus, alternative boundary and initial conditions may be specified differently
in BCIC.1, BCIC.2, etc., for each project. Consenting at the above prompt gives

INPUT does NOT exist for BCIC.1

BCIC -- >test<--
-->BCIC.1<-- What now?

1) Visual BCIC
2) Assign input
3) Change BCIC from BCIC.1
4) Delete BCIC.1
5) Set Defaults
6) Leave BCIC (*)
Choose $

Option 1 instigates the VBLOAD load module, which interacts with the HOOPS libraries and
visually helps the user to set up the boundary conditions and also assigns the input. Option
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2 allows the user to assign the input and is required if option 1 is not selected. If more
than one BCIC exists, the user can change the current BCIC by choosing option 3. Option 4
deletes the presently activated BCIC, and option 5 sets the defaults, as mentioned earlier.
Option 6 takes the user back to the root menu. Choosing option 1, the visual BCIC, gives

Visual BCIC selected.
Optionally enter BC input dataset (none) [?) :

If the BC dataset exists in the test directory, the user has the option of using it as an input
into the visual BCIC module. To select a BC dataset, a "?" gives a listing of all the BC
datasets in the test directory. Pressing return assumes that no BC dataset is to be input in
the VBLOAD module,

Visual BCIC load module : /CaPS/bin/Vbounds
HPVOL in :/CaPS/runs/test/PROJECTS/test/HPVOL
Neutral file in :/CaPS/runs/test/PROJECTS/test/GEOM.NE
Output :/CaPS/runs/test/test-BCIC.1
BCIC directory :/CaPS/runs/test/PROJECTS/test/BCIC.1
AVAILABLEMATERIALS :/CaPS/properties/availablematerials

and the visual boundary conditions setup screen is activated. Please refer to the related
section on Vbounds in this manual. Creating and saving the input in Vbounds gives

A new BCIC INPUT file has been created
Save bcio INPUT in current directory? (OK) :

A consent at the prompt gives

BCIC INPUT file will be saved as -- >test.BC.1<-- (OK) :

Note that if test.BC.1 exists, CaPS asks the user to choose a file to save the input or enter
"n" so that the input file can be saved as test.BC.2, and so on:

Create -->test.BC.l<--
-->test.BC.14-- created.
INPUT exists for BCIC.1

BCIC -- >test<--

-->BCIC.1<-- What now?

1) Visual BCIC
2) Assign input
3) Change BCIC from BCIC.1
4) Delete BCIC.1
5) Set Defaults
6) Leave BCIC (*)
Choose :

Another method of assigning the input data file to BCIC.1 is to choose option 2. Finally,
after the boundary and initial conditions are set, option 6 can be chosen to obtain the root
menu

PROJECT name -- >test<-- What now?

1) Geometry
2) Mesh
3) BCIC
4) Simulation
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5) Change project from --)test
6) Delete project -->test
7) Quit (*)
Choose (7) s

Now, with the geometry and the boundary conditions set, the user has the option of
meshing the geometry. Choosing option 2 facilitates setting the mesh for the geometry.

MESH SELECTED

NO previous MESHses found for -->test
Add new mesh -->MESH.1<-- (OK)

If this is the first run, the new mesh can be set under MESH. 1. The second time through,
the user has the option of using MESH. 1 again or of selecting MESH.2 by negating at the
above prompt. In CaPS, a particular project can have several meshing alternatives.
Alternate meshes for the same geometry are named sequentially as MESH.1, MESH.2, etc.
Consenting at the above prompt gives

CELLDATA does not exist for -- >test<--
-- >MESH.1<--

MAP does not exist for -->test<--
-- >MESH.1<--

CELL.NE does not exist for -->test<--
-- >MESH.1<--

MESH -- >test<--
-->MESH.l<-- What now?

1) Visual mesher
2) Namelist mesher
3) PATRAN view mesh
4) Change MESH from MESH.1
5) Delete MESH.1
6) Set Defaults
7) Leave MESH (*)
Choose :

Option 1 initiates the visual mesher that interacts with the HOOPS libraries. Separate
CAPSGEOMETRY or MOLDGEOMETRY characteristics of the mesh can be viewed.
Generating the mesh creates the mesh input according to the conditions set in the visual
mesher. Please refer to the section on Vmesher in this manual for further explanation of
the Vmesher. Option 2 allows the user to use a namelist file created by the Unix editor as
input to the meshing module. Option 3 can be used once the geometry is meshed and
PATRAN can be instigated to view the meshed geometry. If more than one MESH exists,
the user can change the current BCIC by selecting option 4. Option 5 deletes the presently
activaters MESH.n, and option 5 helps in changing the defaults for the mesh job. Option 6
takes the user again to the root menu. Choosing option 1, the visual mesher, gives

Visual mesher selected
Optionally enter ME input dataset (none) [?]

If the ME dataset exists in the test directory, the user has the option of using that as an
input into the visual BCIC module. To select a BC dataset, a "?" gives a listing of all the BC

dataset in the test directory. Pressing return assumes that no ME dataset is to be input in
the Vmesher module,
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Visual mesher load module s /CaPS/bin/Vmesher
Mesher Load Module s/CaPS/bin/Mesher
HPVOL in s/CaPS/runs/test/PROJECTS/test/HPV0L
Neutral file in :/CaPS/runs/test/PROJECTS/test/GEOM.NE
Neutral file out :/CaPS/runs/test/PROJECT/test/MESH.1/CELL.NE
Cell data out :/CaPS/runs/test/PROJECT/test/MESH.1/CELLDATA
Map data out :/CaPS/runs/test/PROJECT/test/MESH.1/MAP
Output s/CaPS/runs/test/test-MESH.1
BCIC directory :/CaPS/runs/test/PROJECTS/test/MESH.1

and the visual meshing setup screen is activated. Please refer to the related section on
Vmesher in this manual. Creating and saving the input in Vmesher gives

Save mesher INPUT? (OK) a

A consent at the prompt saves the input parameters entered in the visual meshing
interface. Note that if test.ME.1 exists, CaPS asks the user to choose file to save the input
or enter "n" so that the input file can be saved as test.ME.2, and so on.

Create -- >test.ME.1<--
-->test.ME.l<-- created.

CELLDATA exist for -- >test<--
-- >MESH.1<--

MAP exist for -- >teestt<--
-- >MESH.1<--

CELL .NE exist for - ->t est<- -
-- >MESH.1<--

MESH -- >test<--
-->MESH.1<-- What now?

1) visual mesher
2) Namelist mesher
3) PATRAN view mesh
4) Change MESH from MESH.1
5) Delete MESH.1
6) Set Defaults
7) Leave MESH (')
Choose a

Note that CELLDATA, MAP and CELL.NE must all exist, indicating that mesh generation was
successful. Finally, after the geometry is meshed, option 6 can be chosen to obtain the root
menu:

PROJECT name -- >test<-- What now?

1) Geometry
2) Mesh
3) BCIC
4) Simulation
5) Change project from -- >test
6) Delete project -- >test
7) Quit (*)
Choose (7) a

Now, because the geometry is built, the initial and boundary condition input parameters are
set and the geometry is also meshed, the user is now prepared to simulate the phenomena.
Thus, choosing 4 gives
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SIMULATION SELECTED

NO previous MODEL's found for -- >test
Add new model -- >MODEL.1<-- (OK):

If the models exist, the user is allowed to choose the model number or to choose a new
model to be developed involving a BCIC.n and a MESH.n. If no models exist, a consent at
the above prompt gives the choice of the various MESH.n and BCIC.n that may have been
created. If only one BCIC. 1 and one MESH.1 exist, we obtain

Choose mesh number to use for -->MODEL.1
There is only one to choose -->MESH.1<-- (OK)

A consent at the above prompt gives the verification if CELLDATA, MAP, and CELL.NE exist
for MESH.1. If they exist, the user is then prompted to select the BCIC.n:

CELLDATA exist for -- >test<--
-->MESH.1<--

MAP exist for -->test<--
-- >MESH.1<--

CELL.NE exist for -- >test<--
-- >MESH.l<--

MODEL.1 is using MESH.1
Choose bcic number to use for MODEL.1:
There is only one to choose -- >BCIC.1<-- (OK) s

This prompt is activated only if one BCIC.n exists; otherwise a list of all the BCICs is given
for the user to choose from. A return at the above prompt verifies whether input exists for
the selected BCIC and initiates the creation of RUN.O/LASTSTEP:

INPUT exists for -- >test<--
-- >BC IC .1<--

MODEL.1 is using BCIC.1
MODEL.1/RUN.O/LASTSTEP does NOT exist.

Jobname : test-MODEL.1-RUN.O
BC input data : /CaPS/runs/test/PROJECTS/test/BCIC.1/INPUT
Load module : /CaPS/bin/Bcgen
Cell data in :/CaPS/runs/test/PROJECT/test/MESH.1/CELLDATA
Neutral file in :/CaPS/runs/test/PROJECTS/test/GEOM.NE
Map data in :/CaPS/runs/test/PROJECT/test/MESH.1/MAP

RUN data out : /CaPS/runs/test/PROJECTS/test/MODEL.l/RUN.O
Materials Library : /CaPS/properties
Standard output :/CaPS/runs/test/test-MODEL.1-RUN.O

(OK) to submit? :

Negating at the prompt allows the user to either change the defaults or leave the run. A
consent at the prompt initiates the boundary-condition-generating module, Bcgen, and
submits the RUN.O Job in background.

SIMULATION -- >test<--
-- >MODEL.<--
-->BCIC.1<--
-->MESH.1<--

1) Run
2) Examine Results
3) Change MODEL from MODEL.1
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4) Delete MODEL.1
5) Leave SIMULATION (*)
Choose (5) 2

Before going further, it is important that the Bcgen job that was submitted in the back-
ground be successfully completed. This is indicated by a completion prompt. The above
choices can be selected depending on whether a simulation run is to be conducted (option
1) or if simulation results are to be examined (option 2). The model can be changed by
selecting option 3, and the current active model can be deleted by choosing option 4.
Option 5 again takes us to the root menu. RUN.O and future runs can be examined via
option 2, which helps in analyzing the simulation results. Choosing option 1:

RUN selected
NO previous RUN's found for -- >test-lODEL.1
Add new run -- >RUN.1<-- (OK)

If other runs exist, other than RUN.O, the user is queried about which run to choose.
Assuming that no other runs exist, a consent at the above prompt gives

RUN -- >test<--
-- >MODEL.1<--

-- >BCIC.1<--
-- >MESH.1<--

- ->RUN. 1<- -

1) Submit run
2) Change RUN from RUN.1
3) Delete RUN.1
4) Leave RUN (*)
Choose (4) :

Option 1 initiates the conditions to be set to submit a simulation run. If more that one run
exists, option 2 can be chosen to change the run. Option 3 deletes the run. Choosing
option 1:

SUBMIT RUN SELECTED.
Enter input TS dataset (?) :

Here, the *TS filename is to be input to initiate RUN.1. If more than one input dataset
exists, the user is asked to'choose one of them; otherwise only one is listed on entering
"?." Once the input *TS file is selected, the user is queried if any other run is to be
continued. The user can restart a previous run by choosing a directory of that run to be
input into the present run. If no previous runs exist for the present project, only RUN.O is
given as a choice for input. Note that RUN.Q is the initial state and could be used as an
input to all runs.

Choose directory to use for input or "RETURNv for RUN.O
There is only one to choose -->RUN.O<-- (OK)

A consent at the above prompt gives the option of choosing the step number at which a
previous run needs to be restarted. RUN.O only has step.000000 available as input if
selected.
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Enter step number (000000) (7]

Jobname : test-MODEL.1-RUN.1
T8 input data : /CaPS/runs/test/test.TS.l
Load module : /CaPS/bin/Cas
Cell data in :/CaPS/runs/test/PROJECT/test/MESH.1/CELLDATA
RUN data in : /CaPS/runs/test/PROJECTS/test/MODEL.1/RUN.0
Step used : 000000
RUN data out : /CaPS/runs/test/PROJECTS/test/MODEL.1/RUN.1
Standard output :/CaPS/runs/test/test-MODEL.1-RUN.1

(O) to submit?

On entering the step number or choosing the default step.OQOOO from RUN.O, RUN. 1 is
submitted in background upon consenting at the prompt; otherwise the user has the choice
of leaving the run or changing the defaults, as previously mentioned. The following scripts
are then activated:

SIMULATION -- >test<--
-- >MODEL.1<--
-- >BCIC.1<--
-- >MESH.1<--

1) Run
2) examine Results
3) Change MODEL from MODEL.1
4) Delete MODEL.1
5) Leave SIMULATION (')
Choose (5) :

Now, even when RUN.1 is executing, the user can choose option 2 to examine the
simulation results as they are created. Thus,

EXAMINE RESULTS selected

EXAMINE RESULTS -- >test<--
-- >MODEL.1<--

Select results directory :
1) RUN.0
2 ) RUN.1
Choose number :

The user now has two directories to choose from. RUN.O directory contains the initial-step
result and RUN.1 consists of the transient-state results. In effect, RUN.O gives the initial
setup where only the "dish" is filled and RUN.1 gives the actual mold-filling results. If
more RUN directories exist for MODEL.1, all will be listed here. Choosing RUN.1, for

example, gives

EXAMINE RESULTS -- >test<--
-- >MODEL.1<--
- ->RUN. 1<- -

1) Graphic Display
2) Printed Output
3) Leave EXAMINE RESULTS (')
Choose :
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Now, results can be analyzed via PATRAN or a printed output can also be obtained. First, if
we choose the graphic output

EXAMINE RESULTS -- >test<--
-- >MODEL.l<--

- ->RUN.1<- -

Enter step number (none) [?] :
Select step none to exit
1) step.000000
2) step.000100
Choose number :

Here, it is assumed that only two steps exist for RUN.1. In reality, this is determined
according to the user-set parameters in the *TS file. Choosing step.000100,

Processing step.000100 .

EXAMINE Results -->test<--
-- >MODEL.l<--
- ->RUN. 1<- -

step.000100 -- >time-l.0 s<-- What now?

1) Leave step (')
2) Temperature
3) Velocity Vectors
4) Volume of Fluid
5) Solid mass fraction
Choose :

CaPS can display the above choices. Choosing temperature,

timinu60.0 tlmaxS800 deltu49.33
Enter delt (49.33)
Run patran ? (OK)

Now the temperature results can be displayed according to a user-defined delta. A total of
15 colors are displayed on the PATRAN screen and the temperature interval can be
adjusted to display different regions with different colors. Once PATRAN is run
successfully, CaPS asks the user if a PostScript file is to be created:

Create postscript? (OK) :

PostScript files can be printed with a standard or color printer. If the user gives a consent,
he has an option to either choose the PostScript as given or, if it already exists, a subse-
quent PostScript file is saved:

Postscript file will be saved as -->test.ps.l<--- (OK)
Create -->test.ps.l<--

EXAMINE Results -- >test<--
-->MODEL.l<--
- ->RUN. 1<- -

step.000100 -->time=l.0 s<-- What now?

1) Leave step (')

2) Temperature
3) Velocity Vectors
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4) Volume of Fluid
5) Solid mass fraction
Choose :

As with the temperature isotherms, the velocity vectors, volume of fluid, and solid mass
fraction can be displayed. If the user does not want to analyze further, choosing option 1
takes him one step backward:

EXAMINE RESULTS -->test<--
-->MODEL.1<--

Enter step number (none) [?] :

If no other step is to be displayed, a return takes the user down the ladder:

EXAMINE RESULTS -->test<--
-->MODEL.l<--
-- >RUN.1<--

1) Graphic Display
2) Printed Output
3) Leave EXAMINE RESULTS (*)
Choose :

Printed outputs are useful to obtain various parametric values at various time intervals. For
instance, accurate values of temperature, volume of fluid, solid mass fraction, etc., can be
obtained for each cell present in the configuration. If option 2 is chosen, the user is
queried again for the step number:

EXAMINE RESULTS -->test<--
-->MODEL.1<--
-- >RUN.1<--

Enter step number (none) C?] :
Select step none to exit :
1) step.000000
2) step.000100
Choose number :

To proceed further, a *.PS file must exist in the current working run directory. This file
appears as

k-plane 1
variables ul vl p tl xms vof

where the plane of interest is the x-y plane. The variable abbreviations is given in the
appendix and reflects the parameters of interest that need to be printed. Thus, if this
*.PS.1 file exists, it can be chosen and a print job can be submitted in the background:

Choose print step input dataset :
There is only one to choose -->test.PS.1<-- (OK)

Jobname : test-MODEL.1-RUN.1-step.000100
Print step input data : /CaPS/runs/test/test.PS.l
Load module : /CaPS/bin/Printstep
Cell data in : /CaPS/runs/test/PROJECT/test/MESH.1/CELLDATA
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Step used : /CaPS/runs/test/PROJECTS/test/MODEL.1/etep.000100
Standard output :/CaPS/runs/test/test-MODEL.1-RUN.1-step.000100

(OK) to submit? :

Note that the filename for the printed output results using step.000100 appears as test-
MODEL. 1-RUN. 1-step.000100 in the test directory.

The CaPS scripts can be terminated by entering "q" or pressing return repeatedly.
Thus, it can be observed that the CaPS scripts allow the user to go through the various
modules and conduct a simulation without being concerned about file linkage, etc., which
can be tedious at times. The scripts load all the modules and make the entire simulation
process relatively simple.

10 Concluding Remarks

CaPS has been developed with the emphasis on the analysis of mold filling,
identification of hot spots, and other basic tasks performed by the foundry industry. An
insight into the casting processes via computer modeling will make the U.S. foundry
industry more competitive with others. Also, the initial analysis will save dollars in terms of
energy and time usage. Thus, using CaPS, the processes can be simplified before the molds
are made and before making cast parts.

This is the first two-dimensional version of CaPS. It should be emphasized that
although a third dimension is present in some of the various modules and although CaPS
has been developed on the basis of underlying inherent principles of three dimensions, the
third dimension is neglected in the CaPS analysis in Version 1.0. Thus, a three-
dimensional analysis is not possible with the present version of CaPS. Already, work has
begun in evolving future versions of CaPS that will involve a transient three-dimensional
finite-volume analysis.

The CaPS software has been tested and the verifications performed in parallel with the
development. Extensive simulations have been conducted to check and verify every step of
the growth of the software. Thus, it is generally felt that CaPS is a very well tested
computer software. We certainly welcome feedback from any user who may encounter a bug
or who has suggestions for improvements of any kind.
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Appendix A: File Structure Overview

The following is a listing of all input and output files created by the user or CaPS and
therefore linked by the CaPS shell scripts.

A.1 Current Working Directory

PROJECTS/ Directory used to organize the data files used in performing
CaPS simulations.

*.ses.n Optionally saved PATRAN session files.

*.NE.n Optionally saved PATRAN neutral files.

*.ME.n Optionally saved files containing free-form mesh control
information used for meshing input.

*BC.n Optionally saved files for boundary and initial condition
assignment input.

*TS.n Run control files.

*.ps.n POSTSCRIF'T graphics files.

*.BUFFERX/ Temporary directories used to post-process CaPS results.

*-MODEL.n-RUN.n File containing the printed output from "Cas" execution.

A.2 PROJECTS Directory

.DEFAULTS File containing names of executable CaPS modules (hidden).

.PLAST File containing name of last used project (hidden).

ProJectname/ Any number of specific project directories, each named by the
user and referred to here generically as ProJectname. Each
project is distinguished by a unique geometry specification.

A.3 Projectname Directories

.DEFAULTS File containing names of executable CaPS modules (hidden).

GEOM.NE Neutral file containing geometric description of the project.
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HPVLOAD

NEUTRALIN

HPVOL

HPVOUTPUT

UNITS

LASTMESH

MESH.n/

LASTBCIC

BCIC.n/

LASTMODEL

MODEL.n/

Link to the CaPS "Hpvol" executable module. Once a geometry
has been defined and units declared, a job is submitted to
preprocess the geometry and determine information to be
used later by other CaPS modules.

Link to the geometry neutral file (GEOM.NE) used as input to
HPVLOAD.

File, output by HPVLOAD, containing information to be used by
other load modules.

File containing the printed output from HPVLOAD execution.

File containing the unit conversion name (inches, meters,
etc.)

File containing the name of the most recent mesh accessed.

Mesh directories.

File containing the name of the last boundary and initial
condition assignment accessed.

Boundary and initial condition assignment directories.

File containing the name of the last model accessed.

Model directories. Each model may have a unique
combination of meshing and boundary and initial condition
assignments.

A.4 MESH.n Directories

CELL.NE The neutral file containing the mesh determined by the CaPS
mesher.

CELLDATA File containing binary cell and surface element data defining
the mesh approximating the project geometry.

HPVOL Link to the file containing the preprocessed project geometry
information.

INPUT File containing input mesh control information.

LASTMESH Link to the name of the current mesh.

MAP File containing binary lists relating cells and surface elements
to the project geometry.
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MLOAD

MOUTPUT

NEUTRALIN

NEUTRALOUT

PLAST

VMLOAD

VMOUTPUT

A.5 BCIC.n Directories

AVAILABLEMATERIALS

HPVOL

INPUT

NEUTRALI N

PLAST

VBLOAD

VBOUTPUT

Link to the CaPS "Mesher" executable module.

File containing the printed output from mesher execution.

Link to the project geometry neutral file.

Link to the neutral file containing the mesh (CELL.NE).

Link to the project name. -

Link to the CaPS "Vmesher" executable module.

File containing the printed output from vmesher execution.

Link to the file containing a list of all the property database
files.

Link to the file containing preprocessed project geometry
information.

File containing free form boundary and initial condition
assignments.

Link to the project geometry neutral file.

Link to the project name.

Link to the CaPS "Vbounds" executable module.

File containing the printed output from vbounds execution.

A.6 MODEL.n Directories

LASTMESH File containing the name of the mesh associated with the
model.

LASTBCIC File containing the name of the boundary and initial condition
assignment associated with the model.

LASTRUN File containing the name of the most recent accessed run.

RUN.O/ Directory containing the initial state of the simulation
determined from the mesh and the boundary and initial
condition assignments.
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Directories containing raw results from the CaPS simulation
module.

A.7 RUN.O Directory

BCLOAD

CELLDATA

MAP

NEUTRALIN

INPUT

INVAROUT

step.00000

LASTSTEP

STEPLI ST

BOUTPUT

MATLIB

A.8 RUN.n Directories

CLOAD

CELLDATA

INVARIN

STEPIN

INPUT

Link to the CaPS "Bcgen" executable module.

Link to file containing binary cell'and surface element data
defining the mesh approximating th project geometry.

Link to file containing binary lists relating cells and surface
elements to the project geometry.

Link to the project geometry neutral file.

Link to file containing free-form boundary and initial
condition assignments.

Binary file containing information that is invariant during a
run.

Binary file containing the variable array values.

File containing the number "000000" indicating the last step
in the RUN.0 directory.

File containing the name "step.000000" present in the RUN.0
directory.

File containing the printed output from "Bcgen" execution.

Link to the directory containing the properties library.

Link to the CaPS "Cas" executable module.

Link to file containing binary cell and surface element data
defining the mesh approximating the project geometry.

Link to a binary file containing information which was
invariant during the run used to initialize the current run.

Link to a file containing the variable array values chosen from
the run used to initialize the current run.

Link to the run control file.

RUN.n/
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MONITOROUT Currently unused.

INVAROUT Binary file containing information that is invariant during the
current run.

step.nnnnnn Binary files containing the variable array values for time step
number "nnnnnn."

LASTSTEP File containing the number of the last step in the current
RUN.n directory.

STEPLIST File containing a list of the names "step.nnnnnn" present in
the current run directory.

OUTPUT File containing the printed output from "Cas" execution.

A.9 Projectname.BUFFER.X Directories

CPLOAD Link to the CaPS "Capspat" executable module.

CELLDATA Link to file containing binary cell and surface element data
defining the mesh approximating the project geometry.

STEPIN Link to a file containing the variable array values chosen from
the run selected for post-processing.

ELEMENT File containing spatial results in PATRAN element neutral file
format.

OUTPUT File containing the printed output from "Capspat" execution.
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Appendix B: Test Problems

B.1 Introduction

With the advent of powerful workstations and super minicomputers, modeling of heat
transfer and fluid flow aspects of solidification has become increasingly efficient. Various
models have been proposed for either heat transfer, fluid flow, or combined aspects during
mold-filling, microstru'ctural evolution, etc.7 Other researchers have worked on the
aspects of treating surface boundary conditions with inherent mold-metal heat transfer
properties.8 This has been done so that the mold is not required in the geometry and
therefore does not need to be meshed, leading to fewer cells in the geometry and thereby
less usage of CPU time. But this deters the user from making quick simulation runs
because the setup time of a simulation run for a complex casting is lengthy.

The objectives in numerical modeling of any solidification aspect are to obtain good
agreement between experiments and theory, and to minimize computation time, thus
making efficient use of the resources, allow the foundry worker to use the model with
minimum input parameters, and help in simulating reality. Again, as the geometries
become more complex, the number of cells needed to mesh the geometry become large,
thereby increasing computational time. The use of constant thermophysical properties by
most researchers is not realistic, since the properties are temperature-dependent.

The amount of metal that fills the mold depends on the testing variables, e.g., the mold
pattern, pressure head, mold properties, superheat, and pouring rate, and the properties of
the metal, e.g., viscosity, oxide films, and surface tension.

In the following, two example problems are analyzed to provide an understanding of
material fluidity. The first is a view of the mold-filling process in a 16-in. wheel mold, and
the second is a two-dimensional mold filling of an unwound spiral casting. The CaPS
software has been used to conduct the computer simulations of the mold-filling process
and the subsequent solidification of the molten metal in the mold. Experimentation
aspects for the wheel problem were provided by Teledyne Corporation, while those for the
spiral test casting were provided by Caterpillar, Inc. Both experiments and simulations
alike exhibit cold shuts, or solidification of the molten metal before the mold cavity has
been filled.

B.2 The Teledyne Wheel Problem

Teledyne conducted an experiment on a thin-wheel-mold setup to identify mold-
filling problems. The experimental mold setup included an impression for a wheel casting
that was 16 in. in diameter and only 1/8th in. thick. The layout was made to facilitate video
recording of the entire mold-filling process. The drag was made of the mold material
(silica sand), which had the wheel casting impression. The cope was made of quartz glass
and was placed on the drag so that the entire assembly was horizontal. The melt was
poured through a sprue into the wheel cavity and allowed to fill the mold. Shortly after the
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metal solidified, the quartz glass was shattered, and thus the reproducibility of the
experiment is not known. The results of the experiment were recorded on video tape.

Figure B-1 shows the simulation geometry. Due to the symmetry, only half of the wheel
needed to be considered since the mold filling into the other half is a mirror image of the
half considered. Figure B-2 shows the meshed wheel geometry, which also indicates the
various meshing parameters. The various *SES, *BC, *ME, *TS files and the values of the
various parameters used in the simulation are attached at the end of this appendix. Note
that the *SES file consists of the commands given to PATRAN to create the geometry, and
the *BC and the *ME files are created by using the Vbounds and Vmesher modules of CaPS,
respectively, to set up the initial and boundary conditions and to set the geometry.

Figures B-3a through B-3d demonstrate the flow manner of the liquid metal into the
cavity at 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 s. The liquid is assumed to enter from the inlet into a GATE
that is continuously replenished by the liquid metal via the named component INLET. The
initial temperature of the liquid metal in the gate was assumed to be 6160C. The height of
the ladle with respect to the gate was approximately 4 in.

The simulation indicates the presence of a cold shut. Analysis of the wheel mold
suggest that the mold's thickness (1/8 in.) may have been the key factor causing the
aluminum melt to solidify before it filled the mold. The drag and heat transfer from the top
and bottom surfaces, which are separated by only 1/8 in., are much more important than
the drag and heat transfer from the side walls. Taking this into account, the simulation
results are in very good agreement with experiments.

As for the volume of fluid plots, the user can create the temperature or solid mass
fraction contour plots, as well as the velocity vector plots.

B.3 The Caterpillar 2-D Spiral Problem

Experimental investigations on the spiral test casting were conducted at Caterpillar,
Inc.9 One purpose of the tests was to confirm the reliability and repeatability aspects of the
spiral test castings. The basic casting design is shown in Fig. B-4. The experimental setup
consisted of a pour basin to create a constant pressure head for the liquid metal flowing
into the channel, a down gate with a constricted opening at the base to limit the amount of
the metal flowing into the channel, a pool to dissipate the kinetic energy of the falling
metal, and the spiral arm. A reservoir in the pour basin stabilized the flow of metal into the
down gate.

The pour basin and the downgate patterns in the cope were connected via an orificed
core around the base of the downgate to the drag of the mold, which consisted of the pool
and the spiral patterns. The cope was 3.0 in. high and the drag was 4.0 in. deep. The
spiral arm was curved so that the adjacent arms were spaced 0.55 in. apart. The thickness
of the spiral arm was 0.36 in. and the depth was 0.3 in.; the arm was shaped with a half-
circle at the base so that the surface contact between the metal and the mold was limited.
The pool was 2.5 in. high and 1.75 in. in diameter, tapering downward to 1.25 in. in
diameter. The orifice of the core was 0.1 in. and the downgate was 1.75 in. in height. The
experimental average spiral length was 23.0 in., with a standard deviation of 1.8 in. The
spiral length varied within 3 to 4 in. in most of the tests.
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Fig. B-3a. Volume of Iluid at 0.107 s

Fig. B-3b. Volume of fluid at 0.711 s
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Fig. B-3c. Volume of. fluid (it I .) II s

Fig. B-3d. Volume of fluik (it 1.997 s
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Fig. B-4. Spiral test casting

Figure B-5 shows the geometry of the laterally stretched spiral of length 30 in. The

geometry consisted of a pour basin that initially contained melt equal to the volume of the
casting. The melt is included as a hyperpatch in a named component MELT. Note that
only an initial mass of the metal is present to fill the mold and that no "inlet" is required in
this case. The 2-D setup also enabled viewing the liquid metal as it flowed through the
down sprue into the pool, the pool, and finally the metal entering the spiral arm. Figure
B-6 shows the meshed geometry of the 2-D lateral spiral with a peripheral mold. The
*SES, *ME, *BC, and *TS files are included at the end of this appendix.

For accurate modeling of the heat transfer in the thin spiral arm, the thermal
structures are imposed on the spiral arm alone. Also, drag in the x direction is used to

model the duct flow. Figures B-7a through B-7d demonstrate the flow manner of the liquid
metal into the cavity at 0. 1, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 s. The liquid enters the down sprue, the pool,
and then the spiral arm due to the collapse of the liquid initialized in the named
component MELT. The initial temperature of the liquid metal was 1395'C and the mold
temperature was 20 C.

As expected, a cold shut is caused by cooling of the leading edge of the flowing metal.
The length of the spiral arm of 29.0 in., evolved by the simulation, is consistent with
experiments.
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Fig. B-5. geometry of lateral 2-D spiral

Fig. 1B-6. 2-D mesh of spiral geometry
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B.4 Summary

An increased understanding of fluidity has been achieved with the use of CaPS
computer simulations of mold filling and the subsequent solidification process. CaPS is a
two-dimensional, time-dependent computer code that can predict how the liquid metal is
gravity-fed into a sand mold through gates and runners, how the temperature varies in and
around the casting, and how the metal solidifies in the sand mold. Mold-heating effects
can also be visualized. Simulations were conducted on two types of geometries: (1) a two-
dimensional 16-in.-diameter wheel and (2) a two-dimensional laterally stretched spiral
arm. The experimental results of the spiral lengths compared favorably with the simulation
results, demonstrating that if leveling and handling is not a major factor, the lateral spiral
test casting can also be used to conduct fluidity tests. The extent of mold filling in the
wheel problem is in good agreement with the experimental video furnished by Teledyne.
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LISTING OF VARIOUS INPUT FILES FOR SPIRAL AND WHEEL PROBLEMS:
********************************************************************************

spiral3.BC.1
********************************************************************************

! CaPS 1.0 Vbounds 1.0 05/22/93 17:37:46 caster
MOLDGEOMETRY
greensand
alwayssolid
temperature = 20.0000
vof = 1.00000

CAPSGEOMETRY
grayiron_ref
empty
tei<<perature = 0.
vof 0.

MELT
gray_iron
liquid
temperature = 1395.00
pressure = 101000.0
vof = 1.00000

SPIRALARM
grayiron_ref
empty
temperature = 0.
vof = 0.
dragx = 1
thermalstructure = 1

THERMALSTRUCTURE
ts#1
TS model for mold in spiral arm
ts_face 3
ts_area 2.2300000190735
tstemp 20.000000000000
htcoef 1
n_mats 6
greensand
npart 2
part_size 1.0000000116861D-C
greensand
npart 2
partsize 9.9999999747524D-C
greensand
n_part 2
partsize 9.9999997473788D-(
greensand
npart 2
partsize 9.9999997473788D-C
greensand
npart 2
partsize 1.0000000474975D-C
greensand
n_part 2
partsize 9.9999997764826D-C

HEATTRANSFERCOEFFICIENT
! generichtcoef
! Generic Heat Transfer Coefficient
htcoefmul 1.0000000000000
htcoef_len 8.2000000402331D-0:
htcoef_htc 1

HEATTRANSFERCORRELATION
! generic_htc
! Generic Heat Transfer Correlation
htc_cl 4.0000000000000
htcc2 0.62500000000000
htcc3 0.40000000596046

07

07

06

05

03

03

3
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htcc4 0.40000000596046
DRAG
! xforce#1
! Drag in spiral arm
dragforcef 0.50000000000000
dragreylen 8.2000000402331D-03
dragclenth 8.2000000402331D-03
dragicorr 1

DRAGCORRELATION
! generic-dc
! Generic Drag Correlation
dcreytrn 1187.4000244141
dc_acorrl 64.000000000000
dc_bcorrl -1.0000000000000
dc_ccorrl 0.
dc_acorrt 0.31639999151230
dc_bcorrt -0.25000000000000
dc_ccorrt 0.

*********************,************************************************k*********

spiral3.ME.1
********k************************************************************************

&mesh npart= 0, igo= 3, inum= 0, jnum= 0, knum= 1, ibug= 0, ncell= 800
&end

********************************************************************************

spiral3. TS .1
******************************************************************* *************

&geom
ifvof=l,
&end

&data
itimer=1,
istate-2,
ntmax=5000, trest=36000, timax=4.0,
dt=0.01, idtime=1, rdtime=0.4,
gravy = -9.8,
pvoid=1 . Ole+5,
&end

********************************************************************************

spiral3. ses.1
********************************************************************************

GO
1
$ GRIDS FOR CAPSGEOMETRY
GR, 1,, ///
GR,2,,/-0.26137/
GR, 3,,/-2.5/
GR,4,,-1.25/-2.5/
GR, 5,, -1.25//
GR, 6, TR, 0.4375//,5
GR,7,TR,0.375//,6
GR,8,TR,/0.25/,6
GR,9,TR,/0.25/,7
GR, 10,TR, 0.1875//,9
GR,11,TR,-0.1875//,8
$ USE 3 DEGREE TAPER
GR,12,TR,0.144/2.75/,10
GR,13,TR,-0.0393/0.75/,11
GR, 14,,-3.875/1.0/
GR,15,TR,-2.0//,14
GR,16,TR,-0.105/2.0/,15
GR, 17,,-1.25/2.125/
LI, 1,ST,,14,17
LI, 2, ST, , 13,17
LI,3,FILLET,0.25,1,2
Y
GR,20, ,X18/Y16/
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GR,21,,X19/Y16/
LI, 4,ST,,18,20
LI,5,ST, ,20,21
LI,6,ST,,19,21
GR,22,,X14/Y16/
$ 32 INCH SPIRAL LENGTH
GR,23,,32.0//
GR,24,,X23/Y2/
$ 3.5 INCH POUR HEIGHT
GR,25,TR,/3.5/,16
GR, 26, TR, /3.5/,12
$ GRIDS FOR MOLDGEOMETRY
GR, 27, TR, -0.5//,16
GR,28,TR,/-2.5/,27
GR,29,TR, 0.5/-0.5/,3
GR, 30, TR, -0.5/-0.5/, 4
GR,31,,X30/Y28
GR, 32,,X29/Y2/
GR, 33,,X29/Y1/
GR,34,,X29/Y28/
GR, 35, ,X29/Y27
$ EXTRA GRIDS FOR THE MELT CONFIGURATION
GR,36,TR, 0/2.25/0, 16
GR, 37,TR, 0/2.25/0,22
GR, 38,TR, 0/2.25/0,20
$ PATCHES FOR CAPSGEOMETRY
PA,1,QUAD,,14/15/16/22
PA,2,QUAD,,14/22/20/18
PA, 3, EDGE,,3/4/5/6
PA,4,QUAD,,13/19/21/12
PA,5,QUAD,,11/13/12/10
PA,6,QUAD,,6/8/9/7
PA,7,QUAD,,4/5/1/3
PA,8,QUAD,,2/1/33/32
$ SPIRAL ARM
PA,9,QUAD,,32/33/23/24
PA,10,QUAD,,16/25/26/12
$ PATCHES FOR MOLDGEOMETRY
PA,11,QUAD,,28/27/35/34
PA,12,QUAD,,30/31/34/29
$ EXTRA PATCHES FOR THE MELT CONFIGURATION
PA,13,QUAD,,16/22/37/36
PA,14,QUAD,,22/20/38/37

$ USE 0.5 DZ FOR SYMMETRY
HP, 1T14,EXTRUDE,//0.18,1T14
SE,ACT,NON
HP, 9, PL
NAME, SPIRALARM
SE,ACT,NON
HP,1T10,PL
NAME,CAPSGEOMETRY
SE,ACT,NON
HP,11/12,PL
NAME,MOLDGEOMETRY
SE,ACT,NON
HP,1/2/13/14,PL
NAME, MELT
SE, ACT, NON
GR,28/16/36/14/30/4/11/6/9/10/2/33,PL
NAME,MESH_CONTROL
NE
1
1
2D SPIRAL WITH MELT CONFIGURATION (INCHES]
Y
N
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9
********************************************************************k***********

wheelln.BC.1
********************************************************************************

! CaP. 1.0 Vbounds 1.0 06/04/93 14:08:33 caster
GATE
al_36
liquid
temperature = 616.000
pressure = 104561.0
vof = 1.00000
dragx = 1
dragy = 1
thermalstructure = 1

PART
al_356
empty
temperature = 0.
vof = 0.
dragx = 1
drag_ = 1
thermalstructure = 2

INLET
inlet

temperature = 782
pressure = 104561.
vofb = 1.00000

WALLIN
wall

noslip
adiabatic

temperature = 0.
WALLOUT

wall
noslip
adiabatic

temperature = 0.
THERMALSTRUCTURE

ts_1
Generic Thermal Structure
ts_face 3
ts_area 2.0000000000000
tstemp 20.000000000000
htcoef 1
n_mats 6
greensand
n_part 2
partsize 1.00000001
greensand
n_part 2
partsize 9.99999997
greensand
npart 2
part_size 9.99999974
greensand
npart 2
part-size 9.99999974
greensand
npart 2
partsize 1.00000004
greensand
n_part 2
part_size 9.99999977

THERMALSTRUCTURE
! ts_2
! Generic Thermal Structure

.000
0

16861D-07

47524D-07

73788D-06

73788D-05

74975D-03

64826D-03
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ts_face 3
ts_area 2.0000000000000
ts_temp 20.000000000000
htcoef 1
n_mats 6
greensand
n_part 2
part-size 1.0000000116861D-07
greensand
n_part 2
part-size 9.9999999747524D-07
greensand
n_part 2
part_size 9.9999997473788D-06
greensand
n_part 2
partsize 9.9999997473788D-05
greensand
njpart 2
part-size 1.0000000474975D-03
greensand
npart 2
partsize 9.9999997764826D-03

HEATTRANSFERCOEFFICIENT
! htcoef#1
! Generic Heat Transfer Coefficient
htcoef_mul 1.0000000000000
htcoeflen 6.3499999232590D-03
htcoef_htc 1

HEATTRANSFERCORRELATION

htcorr#1
! Generic Heat Transfer Correlation
htc_cl 4.0000000000000
htc_c2 0.62500000000000
htc_c3 0.40000000596046
htc_c4 0.40000000596046

DRAG
! force_1
! Generic Drag Formulation
drag_forcef 0.50000000000000
dragreylen 6.3499999232590D-03
dragclenth 6.3499999232590D-03
drag_icorr 1

DRAGCORRELATION
corr_1
Generic Drag Correlation
dcreytrn 1187.4000244141
dcacorrl 64.000000000000
dc_bcorrl -1.0000000000000
dcccorrl 0.
dc_acorrt 0.31639999151230
dc_bcorrt -0.25000000000000
dc_ccorrt 0.

********************************************************************************

wheelln.ME.1
**************************************************************************k* *****

&mesh npart= 0, igo= 3, inum= 0, jnum= 0, knum= 1, ibug= 0, ncell=
1000

&end

wheelln.TS.1
****************************************k*****************************k**** ****

&geom
ifvof=1,

&end
&data
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istate=2, tstart=0.0,
dt=0.01, timax=4.0, idtime=1, rdtime=0.4,
ntmax=2000, trest=5000.0, ntplot=-10,
&end

********************************************************************************

wheelln. ses. 1
********************************************************************************

PATRAN, SIZE:19/2, SIZE:20/100
GO
1
SE,ACCG, 8
SE, TOL, 1. 0E-5
GR,#,,//
GR,#,,/8.0/
GR,#,,/6.0/
GR, #,,/2.0/
LI,3#,ARC,/////-1.0/60.,2T4
LI,#,ST,,1,2
LI,#,TR,0.75//,4
GR, #, INT,,2,5
GR, #, INT,,1,5
GR,#,INT,,3,5
LI, 5,DEL
LI, #, ST, ,10,12
LI, 2#, BR, 10, 2
LI, 2#, BR, 12, 3
LI,2/3/8,DEL
LI, #, FILLET, 0.500,5,7
N
LI, #, FILLET, 0.500,5,9
Y
GR, 4/12,DEL
LI, #, ST, ,13, 15
LI, 2#, BR, 14,7
LI, #,ME, , 6/13
LI, 4T7/13,DEL
GR, 10,DEL
LI, #, ST, ,1,14
LI, #, EXT, 3.0,16
GR, #, INT, , 1, 17
LI, 16/17,DEL
LI, 2#, BR, 19, 1
LI, 1,DEL
GR, #,, /Y13/
GR, #, , /Y15/
GR, #, , /Y16/
LI, #, ST, , 20, 13
LI, #, ST, , 21, 15
LI, #, ST,,22,16
REN
1
LI,11#,MI,X,1T11
GR, #,MI,X, 6
LI,22#,RO,/////-1.0/120.,1T22

GR, 2#,RO, /////-1.0/120., 6/24
LI,12T22,DEL
GR,1/24,DEL
REN
1
LI, #, ST, , 12,2
LI, #, ST, , 12,13
LI, #, ST, , 13,14
LI, #,ME, , 1/23
GR, #, , /Y28/
LI, #, ST, , 35, 14
LI, ,ST, ,35,28
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LI, #, ST, , 35,16

LI, #,ME,,22/33
LI,#,ME,,21/32
LI, #,ME,,20/31
LI,1/17/20T23/28/31T33,DEL
LI, #, ST,,20,24
LI, #, ST,,18, 23
LI, 2#, BR, 33,18
LI,2#,BR, 34,29
LI, #,ME,,46/48
LI,18/29/46/48,DEL
LI,#, ST, ,17,33
LI,#,ST,,29,34
LI,#,ST, ,30,32
L., #,ST,,4,3
GR, #,,/10.0/
LI, #, ST,,2,36
LI,#,TR,0.5//,55
GR,#,INT,,56,7
LI, 2#, BR, 39,56
LI,2#,BR, 39,7
LI,#,FILLET,0.500,58,60
Y
LI,#,ME,,8/60
LI,7/8/55T57/59/60,DEL
GR,1/5/11/39,DEL
GR, #,,/Y40/
GR, #,,/Y41/
LI,#,ST,,41,7
LI, #, ST, ,41,43
LI, #, ST, ,43,2
LI, #, ST, ,43,42
LI, #, ST, ,42,40
LI, #, ST,,42,36
LI, #,ST,,36,38
REN
1
PA, #, EDGE,,47/48/39/46
PA, #, EDGE,,45/46/40/43
PA, #, EDGE,,44/43/42/5
PA, #, EDGE,,20/5/1/6
PA, #, EDGE,,21/6/3/7
PA, #, EDGE,,22/7/2/8
PA, #, EDGE,,24/8/23/25
PA, #, EDGE,,26/25/27/9
PA, #, EDGE,,27/16/28/11
PA, #, EDGE,,28/17/29/12
PA, #, EDGE,,30/13/31/14
PA, #, EDGE,,31/10/35/32
PA, #, EDGE,,35/29/36/34
PA, #, EDGE,,36/15/37/33
PA, #, EDGE,,37/18/38/19
PA, #, EDGE,,42/41/38/4
SE, LABG/LABLI,OFF
HP,16#,EXT,//0.125,1T16
GR, #, ,B8. 0/L26/
PA, 1T#,DEL
PA, 96#,HPAT,1T6,1T16
SE,ACT,NON
HP, 1/2,PL
NAME, GATE
SE, ACT, NON
HP,3T#,PL
NAME, PART
SE, ACT, NON
PA,4,PL
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NAME, INLET
SE, ACT, NON
PA, 1/7/13/19/25/31/37/43/61,PL
NAME, SYMMETRY
SE, ACT, NON
PA,45/51/57/70/64/20/26/32/38/52/58/82/88/93,PL
NAME,WALLIN
SE, ACT, NON
PA, 2/8/63/69/75/81/87/94,PL
NAME, WALLOUT
SE,ACT, NON
PA, 6/12/18/24/30/36/42/48/54/60/66/72/78/84/90/96,PL
NAME, TOP
SE, ACT, NON

SPA, 5/11/17/23/29/35/41/47/53/59/65/71/77/83/89/95,PL
NAME, BOTTOM
SE, ACT, NON
PA, 1T#, PL
NAME,INLET/SYMMETRY/TOP/BOTTOM/WALLIN/WALLOUT,ERA
NAME, INTERNAL
SE, ACT, NON
HP, 1T#, PL
NAME,CAPSGEOMETRY
SE, ACT, NON
GR, 1T#, PL
GR, 34T64, ERA
GR,30/20/21/1/13/15/5/23/2,ERA
NAME,MESHCONTROL
NE
1
1
16 INCH WHEEL 1/2 INCH FILLETS 2 INCH GATE (INCHES]
Y
N
9
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Appendix C: Important and Restricted Named Components

The following named components must include the hyperpatches of the cavity.

CAPSGEOMETRY.

The following named component may be optionally present; that includes the
hyperpatches of the mold if a mold is present:

MOLDGEOMETRY.

The following named components may be optionally used to force mesh partitioning
through specific grids during mesh generation:

MESH_CONTROL.

The following names cannot be used as named components because they are used to
assign the drag, drag correlations, thermal structures, and heat transfer correlations:

DRAG
DRAG_CORRELL
HEAT_TRANSFE
THERMALSTRU

Also, CaPS identifies the named components via the first 12 characters in the named
field. Additional characters are ignored.
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